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ABSTRACT

The amount of cargo that enters the US border is at an all time high. Cargo containers
and vessel shipments enter the US from all over the world. Tracking these shipments
from their origin to destination requires professional expertise. Security organizations,
such as the Regional Maritime Security Coalition of the Columbia River, realize the
potential of these professionals, who track and coordinate cargo containers as they move
through a supply chain, to enhance security of maritime cargo.

In order to utilize these supply chain logistic professionals in a security coalition, proper
training and certification would be required to comply with the US Federal Code on
Liability Protection. This study examines the requirements that are necessary to certify
supply chain logistic professionals as certified volunteers in an information sharing,
security communication network to prevent terrorist activity, smuggling, theft, and to
assist in general crisis mitigation. The thesis studies how the RMSC is currently
developing its security communication system around supply chain logistic professionals,
and the requirements and training that would be necessary to certify them under the US
Federal Code.

Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Henry S. Marcus
Title: Professor of Marine Systems

Department of Ocean Engineering, MIT
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I)

Introduction: Importance of Communication for Port Security

Tracking cargo containers from origin to destination is a daunting task. A supply

chain can have multiple nodes, which are points in the supply chain that a container will

be stored, warehoused, transferred, or even re-stuffed. Supply chains also have multiple

modes of travel, including truck, plane, train, and ship. Along with these multiple nodes

and modes that are involved in a supply chain, are further complications arising when the

container must cross through international borders. In today's global economy, where

manufacturing is commonly outsourced, and raw materials and products are shipped

internationally, supply chains have become more complex, and having an efficient supply

chain is essential for a successful importer and exporter of products.

Experienced logistic professionals are necessary for tracking shipping containers

as they travel through supply chains. The difficulty in coordinating shipping containers

from one node to another, and through multiple modes of transportation, in a timely

fashion, necessitates the need for these professionals. Many of these professionals have

worked in the shipping container logistics industry for many years. They have amassed

numerous amounts of associates to contact, in order to assist them in locating containers,

and have learned through their experiences the different intricacies that are involved

when tracking containers. They must also be familiar with federal and state regulations,

Customs procedures, and the operations of distribution centers.

The knowledge of these logistics professionals is essential to many in private

industry to coordinate their cargo containers, but security officials are now realizing the

benefit that they can bring to national security. Harnessing the knowledge of supply
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chain logistic experts, and creating a security communication network for the purpose of

national security is now the focus of security organizations such as Customs and Border

Protection (CBP) and the Regional Maritime Security Collation of the Columbia River

(RMSC-CR). These security organizations recognize that supply chain logistics experts

can decipher pertinent information from seemingly superfluous data. This ability, along

with their years of experience, can help in creating greater security for cargo containers

and supply chains that enter through the United States' borders.

A security information communications network is being developed by the RMSC

to increase security in the Columbia River region. It is a virtual center where logistic

experts can pass along discrepancies in data that accompany cargo that they feel

illustrates a possible security threat. The network will also act as a coordination network

to mitigate any crises that occur on the river. The RMSC is trying to unify security

within private and public industry along the Columbia River by tying them together

through this communications network to create a more secure and safer region.

Government regulations require the supply chain professionals, which would

constitute the security communications network, to strictly be volunteers. These

regulations prevent the security organizations from hiring or paying the supply chain

experts to find and hand over information. Under US Code Title 42 Chapter 39,

Limitation on Liability for Volunteers states,

(a) Liability protection for volunteers Except as provided in subsections (b) and (d) of this section, no

volunteer of a nonprofit organization or governmental entity shall be liable for harm caused by an act or

omission of the volunteer on behalf of the organization or entity if-

(1) the volunteer was acting within the scope of the volunteer's responsibilities in the nonprofit

organization or governmental entity at the time of the act or omission;
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(2) if appropriate or required, the volunteer was properly licensed, certified, or authorized by the

appropriate authorities for the activities or practice in the State in which the harm occurred, where

the activities were or practice was undertaken within the scope of the volunteer's responsibilities

in the nonprofit organization or governmental entity;

(3) the harm was not caused by willful or criminal misconduct, gross negligence, reckless

misconduct, or a conscious, flagrant indifference to the rights or safety of the individual harmed

by the volunteer; and

(4) the harm was not caused by the volunteer operating a motor vehicle, vessel, aircraft, or other

vehicle for which the State requires the operator or the owner of the vehicle, craft, or vessel to-

(A) possess an operator's license; or

(B) maintain insurance.'

The code continues to further explain the responsibility of economic loss due to the

volunteer's action. This liability code protects volunteers that work for a nonprofit

organization if the volunteers are working within the area of their expertise, and are

properly trained and certified. The following chapter will deal with the structure of the

RMSC, the logistic experts around whom the system will operate, and the requirements

and training that are necessary for a logistic professional to become a security expert for

the RMSC. Note that Nick Petrakakos has also done research for a thesis related to port

security. His analysis focused on organizations that attempt to collect and manage cargo

movement data in contrast to the communications approach taken by the RMSC.

The first chapter will summarize what the Regional Maritime Security Coalition

is, the purpose for creating a security communications network, and the future objectives

for the RMSC. This chapter will also illustrate the importance of creating a

communications network around the people involved in the supply chain of the region.
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The next chapter will illustrate, through real life examples, the difficulty of

tracking cargo containers and shipments of grain, which is a major commodity shipped

through the Northwest region where the RMSC is located. It will also show why the

supply chain logistic professionals are necessary for tracking cargo, and the importance

of their ability to deduce the pertinent from the redundant information for improving

security.

The following chapter will identify the specific skills and requirements that public

and private industry personnel, of the Columbia River, feel are necessary for the supply

chain logistic experts to possess in order to become a security expert for the RMSC. This

section is a compilation of requirements that were commonly viewed among the different

organizations that work along the Columbia River as the most important traits to have in

order to certify a professional to volunteer as a supply chain security expert for the

RMSC. The reason for a structure and certified list of training requirements is to protect

the supply chain logistic experts under the US Liability Code. The security organizations

must be able to train and certify these supply chain logistics processionals as security

experts in order for them to be recognized and protected under the US Liability Code. A

hierarchy of security experts will develop and operate together as a team within their

specified roles.

The final chapter is a description of how supply chain security experts are already

being trained and used in the Customs and Borders Protection supply chain security

initiative, Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terror (C-TPAT), which could be used as

a benchmark for the RMSC and other regional security coalitions. The chapter will also
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give examples of security training programs that can be used to certify personnel in order

for them to be considered security experts and protected under the US Liability Code.
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"Everyone needs information- before it happens!"

USCG Captain Paul Jewell, on the idea of security

II) Columbia River: General Overview of RMSC from the

Proof-of-Concept Report2

The Columbia River is one of the most important waterways in America. The

river carries container cargo, bulk cargo such as grain, and generates one-third of the US

hydroelectric potential. The Columbia River is the fourth largest river in North America.

The 1,214 miles stretch from Columbia Lake in British Columbia to the Pacific Ocean. It

forms a large natural border between Oregon and Washington. Its discharge flows

directly to the Pacific Ocean. The longest tributary is the 1,038 miles long Snake River,

which flows between Idaho, Washington, and Oregon and joins the Columbia River at

Tri-Cities, Washington, approximately 350 miles from the Pacific Ocean.

The Columbia River includes 465 miles of navigable waters that allow ocean

carriers deep into the river to support local commerce. The River supports 36 ports, eight

hydroelectric generating dams with locks. Both the Burlington Northern Santa Fe and

Union Pacific Railroads work in conjunction with the Columbia River for coordinated

cargo movement. Highways 82 and 84 allow for truck pickup and delivery directly at the

river's ports.

The Snake River moves $15 billion of cargo annually amongst the three state,

multi-port system. Each year, 40% of all US grain is exported through the port river.

The grain travels from as far as Nebraska, Kansas, and the Dakotas through the

intermodal transportation system to Oregon. The Port of Portland ranks third amongst all
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US ports for auto imports with 400,000 annually. 3 The amount and dispersion of imports

has increased within the last few years because of increased congestion at the L.A./Long

Beach port. The West Coast lockout caused alternative ports to be utilized since shippers

no longer wanted to rely on one single port of entry. The Port of Portland has been

impacted by the L.A./Long Beach rerouting.

The Columbia River has experienced a number of natural and manmade disasters

over a twenty year period. The eruption of Mt. Saint Helen caused a large economic loss

due to many ships being trapped in the river and re-routed away from the river. A flood

in 1996 almost caused the river to be shutdown for two weeks, because of navigation

buoys being swept away. The Columbia River Steamship Operators Association

(CROSA) and other private and public organizations presented a plan that allowed the

River to be reopened only 36 hours after the shutdown. A grounding in 1999 received

high media publicity from oil leakage. To counteract the negative press and to prove to

the public and the Coast Guard that action was being taken, every measure was

performed to prevent an extensive oil leak. In 2000, a drought caused a limit to the drafts

of the vessels on the River. A worldwide notification was sent out in order for shippers

to allow for longer lead times for their cargo, due to the smaller amount of cargo that

vessels could carry.

It was not until after the events of 9/11 that the CRSOA concluded that a lack of a

coordination system connecting the many public and private entities involved with the

Columbia River was the single greatest vulnerability to the Columbia River. An

emergency communication system was setup using VHF in order for the FBI or Coast

Guard to gain ship information in the event of a failure in traditional communication
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methods. The region had some experience in coordinating communication from the

previous incidents, but had realized their action plans were lacking. They needed a

permanent system to link the individual entities of the Columbia River system.

II. A) Regional Maritime Security Coalition: Columbia River

The Regional Maritime Security Coalition (RMSC) was a project created from the

tri-state area of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho. A grant from the Transportation

Security Administration allowed the organization to conduct a study and publish a "proof

of concept" report. It should also be noted that on July 23, 2004, the RMSC was granted

$1.62 million to implement a prototype security system for the Columbia River region.4

The information and excerpts in this chapter are from the RMSC Proof-of-Concept Final

Grant Report. The report describes the exhaustive analysis that the RMSC performed to

develop the best possible communication security system. It includes a description of the

technology and computer programs that will be utilized for security and communication

purposes. More importantly, the report describes how the RMSC will use the technology

to create a seamless, unified, communication system among the different entities

involved in the Columbia River including, vendors, shippers, and law enforcement.

The RMSC saw an opportunity to acquire a government grant for the Columbia

River to create a security communication system that will be an integral part of national

security. The RMSC did not create this maritime security system for the sole purpose of

the Columbia River, but intended to use it as a model for other regions that require

enhanced maritime and supply chain security.
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A decision was made that the RMSC was to develop the security model based on

a "cargo-centric" approach. This refers to the cargo itself as the focal point of the

security analysis and evaluation. Cargo refers to items such as containers, cars, and grain

shipments. Other approaches could have centered on the port terminals or the vessels. A

security report for the Port of Portland found three critical port security vulnerabilities:

facility access, cargo access, and vessel access. Having a cargo-centric approach allows

for the tracking of the cargo from its source to delivery point, across all points of the

supply chain. It focuses on the virtual security that can be created by the paper trail that

follows cargo rather than physical security created by fences around the port facilities.

The following will summarize the significant topics of the "proof of concept"

report. The main points of the report are first to overcome the apathy towards security

among the stakeholders of the Columbia River, second, to establish a communication

security system from input of volunteer experts throughout the entire River system, and

third, to allow the security system to perpetually develop. It is clear from the report that

the success of the security system depends on the recruitment of security personnel

overseeing the system and the industry experts developing the system.

II. B) Exercise Philosophy

The RMSC had gained safety and security knowledge from the work they had done with

earlier transportation security exercises. The private sector knowledge, skill, and

experience were found to be crucial to detecting and preventing terrorist and illegal

activity. When creating any joint industry security plan, utilizing private sector skills and

personnel must be the focal point. To gain access to the private sector information and
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expertise, the RMSC is creating communication linkages through a web-based

communication and information sharing network. The system was to provide flexibility

and adaptability, and allow for continuous maritime security improvements by

coordinating:

1. Communication

2. Threat and vulnerability assessment

3. Education, training, audition, and testing

4. Drills and exercises for the managers and operators of the regional maritime trade and

transportation network

II. C) Vulnerability and Risk

RMSC Security Assessment

A Security Assessment Team found many deficiencies among the Columbia River

stakeholders, which included,

1) Security was an important issue to the public and private stakeholders in the region,

but was not a personal concern to them.

2) There was a lack of surveillance around the major structures along with no physical

barriers to prevent a breach of the area.

3) There was no formal or effective communications system, information technology, or

even a procedure to connect the supply chain stakeholders, nearby facilities, law

enforcement, state or federal agencies to any type of local regional transportation

security system.
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The Security Assessment Team concluded that there was a high potential for terrorist

activity to be conducted undetected in the Columbia River.

Cost Effectiveness

The business and government leaders agreed that a new security program must include

the economic consequence of the program when being developed. The security system

must be cost effective, especially for the high number of relatively small vendors and

shippers along the river that would be involved. As the Final Report states, "Operating

cost and adverse cost incurred due to unnecessary trade disruptions and unplanned

impacts on transportation productivity and efficiency" would play into the hands of the

terrorist and give them a victory. Minimizing economic impact is a major component to

defeating the terrorist plots."

Eventually, when the security system will be running in an effective manner,

vendors and shippers would be able to see a profit being gained from the cargo-centric

security system.

"'Cargo-centric information systems,' are seen as an opportunity to make security contribute to

profitability by increasing productivity as well as improving security. Dean Kothmann of BV

Solutions envisions a worldwide data sharing system creating more accurate and timely data

leading to increased productivity." (Proof-Of-Concept, pg. 29)

Dean Kothmann believes just as barcodes and the Standard Industry Codes were placed

into industry use, which greatly increased effectiveness and speed of movements, data

transfers, and thus productivity, so will a cargo-centric information communication

system. There is a lack of uniform regional standards for physical security protection
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devices such as cameras and communication devices, and also methods for developing a

regional security plan. There is a need for private-sector information and talent to be

available and readily accessible to law enforcement, intelligence, and emergency

agencies. Unifying all of these organizations across the entire Columbia River network

will be time consuming and expensive.

Agriculture and Bulk Cargo Supply Chain

The difficulty in improving security in the agriculture and bulk cargo supply chain

is the low profit margin involved with these cargos. The cost of enhancing security along

these vast and complicated supply chains, inherent to these cargos, is high.

Unfortunately, these supply chains are the most susceptible to sabotage and

contamination, and could have the greatest impact on the public. The ease of access to

the modes and nodes make for inviting targets to terrorists. The cargo is not secured in

sealed containers. What could truly make the grain trade appealing to terrorists are the

multiple intermodal transfers of shipments into larger consolidated holds. Grain moves

from the fields in trucks, to silos, then to barges, and finally to oceangoing vessels that

will travel internationally. The contamination rate rises exponentially as the shipments

are combined into the larger holds. Large scale panic could occur if information was

made public that a large amount of grain had been contaminated. Large amounts of

shipments would be required to be destroyed, in the same way mad cow disease crippled

many farms by having to destroy all the cows found in the same herd with an infected

cow.
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Low Tech Information Sharing

A surprise finding of the Assessment Team was the use and dependency of low-

tech, open, non-secure, sporadically linked communication and information sharing

amongst the constituents of the Columbia River. Fax, telephone, and note pads were the

method of choice to link ports to the supply chain. Hand written notes along the margins

of federal, state, and business forms were used to pass cargo status information. Even

with these archaic methods of information sharing, there still remains a major concern on

how to protect proprietary information and prevent sharing of classified information.

II. D) RMSC Survey Findings

A survey was conducted among the maritime cargo stakeholders. Some of the

relevant findings to communication and security are as follows;

1. There is a general consensus of apathy towards maritime security.

2. A large concern was felt about increased cost due to additional regulations, ports

slowdown/shutdown. No excess profit was seen in implementing such a program

3. Cargo stakeholders were unwilling to share information that they considered to be

proprietary, which might give them a competitive advantage.

4. There were legal concerns over liability, anti-trust actions, and Freedom of

Information Act requirements.

5. Old habits are difficult to break as can be seen in the way data tracking is conducted

with low-tech information, which makes sharing data difficult.

6. Over-the-counter technologies exist to rapidly obtain information in a database.
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7. At this point, there are currently no "best practices" that can be incorporated into a

global Columbia River maritime security system.

8. Maritime industry practices develop out of need, rather than industry initiatives.

9. There needs to be a centralized organization to obtain critical information.

A copy of the survey that was distributed by the RMSC is included in the appendix.

Analysis of Survey Findings

A need was discovered through the survey for a "new level of cooperation." A

feeling of "Community rather than competition," had to be created, "private sector data

sharing through a trusted agent," and the need for "public and private partnership," were

all specific information sharing needs that were frequently cited in the survey.

Resolution of the Freedom of Information Act was also acknowledged to be a major point

that had to be overcome to create an effective private/public partnership. Also, "applying

technology" was noted to having a lot of support.

The survey separated the respondents into 4 different sub-groups, maritime

associates, private/public entities, vendors, and operators. The conclusion to the analysis

found that all four groups agreed on the need for a higher level of information sharing

and cooperation.

-Maritime associates favored more cooperation, but still supported use of existing entities

and overcoming apathy.

-Private/Public entities favored easing the FOIA and anti-trust rules for information

sharing, in addition to supporting cooperation and information sharing. They also

agreed that overcoming apathy, cargo-centric information systems, manufacturer
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to consumer shipping accountability, increasing physical security, and applying

technology were also high in priority.

-Vendors favored private sector vendor sharing with trusted agent, cargo-centric

information system, and applying technology. They also saw business

opportunities in serving as trusted agent; in developing, selling, and/or supporting

cargo-centric information systems; and in selling technology product.

-Operators were focused on new levels of cooperation, and in community rather than

competition. They also strongly supported increased physical security.

The two entrepreneurial based sub groups, private/public entities and vendors, aligned in

their ideas of an opportunity oriented view of the security system alternative. They

would like to use the security system as a competitive advantage over their competition.

Clearly, the different entities had different agendas when filling out the surveys,

but there was a significant amount of overlapping of ideas for security needs. The RMSC

approved a Special Evaluation Unit (SEU) approach to security from the survey, which

would be a coalition of public and private personnel working together to improve

security. The review also looked at the potential extension and expansion of the

communication and information technology capabilities of the Regional Alliances for

Infrastructure and Network Security (RAINS) into a secure, web-based application

linking transportation security initiatives throughout our region. Details about RAINS

will follow.
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II. E) National Review

The RMSC also conducted a national review of ports and possible partners that

could provide information for "best practices" for port security. Experts from the

Delaware River Maritime Enterprise Council (DRMEC), Volpe Center, MIT, and Sandia

National Labs were a few of the major organizations that took part in the review. It was

found that natural tension has now developed between the need for homeland security

and the need to allow trade to continue to grow in volume and efficiency.

DRMEC's RISK Alert is an off-the-shelf, commercially available technology

developed by Union Pacific's commercial software company to create a "risk alert"

similar to the technology that advises shippers when a shipment goes off its plan or

inventory flow may be interrupted. Many of the obstacles that the RMSC is facing are

mirrored by DRMEC. They are also implementing a communication based, information-

sharing solution to maritime security, not a "technology demonstration," for the Delaware

River.

Jim Rice is an MIT director of Integrated Supply Chain Management Program

who is assisting the RMSC in developing the security system. He believes supply chain

management is critical to business success because of its direct economic impact that can

reduce cost of business by 15-20%.

Integrating the supply chain- that is, managing the flow of goods from supplier to

customer- decreases mistakes and business losses and increases speed to market. To

ensure the security of cargo in transit, managing the entire supply chain- and not just a

single point- is a main deterrent of terrorist attacks, as well as providing resiliency against

disruptions due to natural disasters or other emergencies. (Proof-of-Concept, pg.33)
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11. F) Project Components

The RMSC's "best practices report" reviews of security plans, vulnerability assessment

updates, modeling efforts with Sandia National Labs, and discussions with stakeholders

led to the conclusion that a system for assessing, evaluating, and providing a way to

facilitate, what Admiral Loy referred to as "connecting the dots," was essential if terrorist

incidents were to be deterred and/or prevented in the Columbia River region.

The cargo-centric flows shown in the flow chart accompanying the Final Report

helped identify possible points for security weakness in each supply chain, in addition to

illustrating the complication of the different supply chains. The three major supply

chains that use the Columbia River for shipping are containers, grain, and liquid

petroleum/hazmat. The creation of these maps constituted the first step in surfacing the

"trust relationship" actually at play within the three different supply chains explored in

the project. The different blocks represent a function or activity in the supply chain that

is supported by documents and forms required by the supply chain stakeholders. The

different levels of importance of the shipping documents will be explained in a later

chapter. Information contained in the documents range from cargo location, status,

ownership, possession, and other pertinent and non-pertinent data. A copy of the supply

chain maps is included in the appendix.

CARE (Cargo-centric Analysis and Risk Evaluation)

The Cargo-centric Analysis and Risk Evaluation (CARE) model was developed to

understand the current industry risks and strengths in the field of security and to be able

to evaluate strategies for decreasing this risk. The CARE model has two major
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components, Maritime Cargo Movement Management System (MCMMS) and Cargo

Tracking and Verification System (CTVS). MCMMS uses a computer system to track

and illustrate vessel movement along the Columbia River and to provide vessel

information. CTVS is a diagram that shows the vital steps in the transfer of cargo from

supplier to customer. The information tracked by CTVS is as follows,

-Physical flow: "chain of custody," including nodes and modes

-Information flow: paper trail, processes, relationships, scheduling

-Decision flow: Key questions, decision process, management practice

-Financial flow: analysis, contracts, purchase orders, how funds are released

-Risk analysis: profiling vulnerability, risks, consequences, and economic impact

throughout the supply chain

Integrating these two systems is important in order to know how to allocate financial and

personnel resources to where they can be most effective. First, the vulnerabilities must

be traced along the supply chain. Then the risk can be assessed, and action can be taken

to lessen the risk.

NISAC (Sandia) Model Efforts

The NISAC developed a version of their InSIST (Indication and Warning System

and Information Sharing Tool) model for the Columbia River. The instructions given to

Sandia were to utilize 60 days of vessel movements to create an animation of the vessel

movement along the Columbia River. Vessels would have links to vessel particulars, and

cargo information when double clicked on the computer tracking system.
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Region Alliance for Infrastructure and Network Security (RAINS)

The Region Alliance for Infrastructure and Network Security (RAINS) is a

technology initiative created by a coalition of high tech companies and public

organizations. It is a platform to share sensitive data from 50 different organizations in

Oregon and Washington in one unified computer system. RAINS has the capability to

connect, inform, alert, and mobilize the required agencies in real time.

RAINS is a web based program that uses existing technology that is affordable

and available for use today. It has already been implemented in a national anti-terrorism

exercise. In 2003, RAIN started distributing incident alerts from the Portland 911 center,

on-line and automatically, to local and federal agencies, state and local government, first

responders, businesses, and even schools. RAINS is a simple and effective use of

available technology that has been adapted for maritime and national security. It is a

secure virtual database that can be used to effectively mitigate terrorist and smuggling

activity when combined with trusted professionals who can govern the system.

II. G) Evolution of the Cargo Information Action Center

The information that is necessary to prevent or respond to a potential terrorist

incident already resides within the existing maritime supply chain system in one form or

another. Additional cargo reporting requirements would do little to increase security, and

only continue to slow the supply chains. But, there is no current process in place to

insure the accuracy of current information other than the extremely small percentage of

physical inspections by US Customs to include checking the contents of the container

against the computer data manifest. Even then, major discrepancies could exist between
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the documents and the physical cargo. A number of information sources need to be

checked and a responsive tracking system needs to be in place to follow changes in cargo

location and status at any point.

The RMSC recommends a cost-effective, bottoms-ups approach led by the private

sector. Required input information from shippers will be sifted through and separated by

knowledgeable professionals that are well versed with the rules, content, and context of

the transportation industry. These knowledgeable professionals, who will work together

in the Cargo Information Action Center (CIAC) to utilize existing cargo information

systems and trust one another from their years of experience, will be strategic to

minimizing the unnecessary slowdown of cargo and mitigate any economic impact that it

could cause. Government agencies, in high risk, low information situations tend to stop

all movements of cargo until the risk is lowered and/or the needed information is found.

To prevent such a devastating economic event from happening, the RMSC will provide a

centralized location for focusing talents and resources of cargo movement professionals

into a real-time, problem solving team. A centralized location refers to a virtual meeting

place for the CIAC. The RMSC believes this program will create quality information for

use by enforcement and intelligence officials, and create an information trail for auditing

and improving the system. The RMSC describes the CIAC as follows,

Information is handled like evidence in a criminal case. Cargo information is collected, recorded,

archived, retrieved, and disseminated as if it were evidence to be used in a criminal investigation.

Established procedures create information chain of custody that is managed and protected by the

front line transportation and cargo-handling people that manage and move cargo on a daily basis.

This is done to assure the timeliness, accuracy, and security of the cargo information being

processed. (Proof-of-Concept, pg.39)
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The entire system must be managed from "source to sink." The complex transportation

process requires more than just focus on the one link in the chain, but the entire flow

process in order to assess what has happened and where the weak links are. This process

is complicated by the numerous activities that occur, such as consolidation, split

shipments, mixing of cargo, diversions, and storage, between the time the cargo is

shipped to its final destination. To accurately trace and track cargo requires "people

intervention," as most key information today is in manual document form, not electronic.

The CIAC, which is part of the coalition of all private-sector stakeholders in the

region, provides the platform for increased awareness of security and the focus on fixing

the weakest links in the chain. In a system like the Columbia River region, all nodes in

the system are affected by one another. The cargo information approach is led by the

private sector and unifies the area stakeholders into a cohesive coalition. The RMSC

believes that it can serve as a platform for obtaining other security enhancements required

for the region. It also hopes that CIAC gives the Columbia River region recognition and

a place at the national policy table to influence future actions, for themselves and other

regions. Additionally, there is an economic payoff, as it controls costs, mitigates

potential economic impacts, and creates the reputation of a security-conscious, customer

friendly environment.

Vessel Traffic Information System

Vessel Traffic Information System (VTIS) uses a transponder located on the

vessels to track their movements throughout the Columbia River. This technology is
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commonly referred to as Automatic Identification Systems. Other than the obvious

navigation benefits that VTIS would bring to the Columbia River, Maritime Domain

Awareness (MDA) can also benefit from it. MDA commonly refers to information such

as the name, flag, estimated time of arrival, and other information of vessels operating in

or destined for navigable water of the United States. This information can be sent, via

relays towers, to shore based facilities that can further pass it along to any federal and

state authorities. This would only be used in emergency situations, because any vessel

that poses a threat would hopefully be intercepted prior to entering US waters.

Development of the CIAC and SEU

Three initiatives were developed in order to enhance security in the shortest time

possible. The three initiatives are as follow;

1. Extend domain awareness by partnering the CIAC and SEU with other invested

parties of the region, such as the Coast Guard, Oregon Emergency Management,

IT industry, and transportation industry stakeholders,

2. Connect public and private sector stakeholder plans, procedures, and physical

systems into a single standardized and uniform surveillance, alerting,

communicating, and information sharing regional system,

3. Develop and deploy communication systems and risk assessment models that

could be implemented nationwide

For the CIAC and the SEU to succeed, and to extend domain awareness, private-sector

knowledge, skill, and experience are essential in any effort to detect and prevent a

terrorist incident regionally or extending nationally. The CIAC was specifically designed
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with this idea in mind, with the additional benefit of helping to increase general supply

chain security and efficiency.

Comparing the CIAC and SEU

The CIAC purpose is to rapidly obtain and verify information on the status of

modes and nodes throughout the supply chain to prevent and/or mitigate a potential

terrorist attack. The focus of the strategy is to use the existing trust relationships within

the supply chain whenever possible between the private sector experts. The CIAC will be

staffed by private-sector volunteers, each highly knowledgeable in his or her respective

areas of transportation expertise.

The SEU would be made up of private and public sector representatives who are

trained and certified for planning, conducting, and evaluating transportation security

exercises, and in making recommendations for improvement to participating

stakeholders. Selected members from a pool of SEU candidates would meet regularly to

evaluate and suggest improvements to security plans, resource requirements, training and

certification, and procedures.

While the SEU takes a secondary role to assess the current security situation in

the Columbia River region and to improve the different segments that could be lacking,

the CIAC takes an active role that will serve the Columbia River coalition in real time to

prevent attacks and to keep the Columbia River running safely, securely, and

economically.

Admiral Paul Pluta (USCG Ret.) explains the important aspects of information

sharing are the speed of communication, the security of communication, the comments of
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the communication, and the access to communication. The keys to success of the RMSC

communication system are coordination with the partners that trust one another,

commitment and sustainability, flexibility, investment in personnel, and the use of

technology.

II. H) Implementing CIAC and the Security Communication Network

For many years, the RMSC has been developing a unified security network to

pass along information, but the terrorist attacks of 9/11 intensified development of the

network, which has earned funding from the federal government. The main objective of

the RMSC is to develop the communication security network as a benchmark for other

maritime and multimodal transportation regions. The RMSC hopes that other regions

will duplicate the fundamental aspects of the RMSC and CIAC, but adapt the particulars

to the specific region.

There is still a significant amount of development needed until the RMSC can

place the security network into operation. The following list is a compilation of what the

RMSC must accomplish before the RMSC implements a successful security

communications network:

-Cost must be low, benefit must be high, and stakeholders must be required to

participate in order for the companies to invest capital and personnel into the security

program.

-Full commitment from all members, private and public, to train personnel to

effectively use the technology that will be incorporated into the CIAC. The more

constructive criticism of the system there is, the more the CIAC can improve the
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effectiveness of the available information and information sharing network, and better

train their personnel.

-Along with a "virtual" data center, a physical center devoted to the security for

the Columbia River stakeholders and computer system is also important. It will give

more credibility and focus to the RMSC.

-The security system must not interfere with daily business conduct of the

shippers or cause any effective shipping delays. The security network must not conflict

with daily business, or remove personnel from their responsibilities within a company for

an extended period of time.

-The technology must be user friendly. The industry experts, for whom the

computer system is developed, have been using low-tech equipment for many years. Any

system that overwhelms them will be resented, not used, and therefore ineffective.

-The information and data inputted must be pertinent, accessible to the required

people, accurate, and organized to be useful to enhance security.

-Once the communication infrastructure is built, an "action plan" must be

developed to complement it. When information is obtained and a problem does arise, the

next logical step is how to stop an attack or prevent any further disturbance to the

Columbia River. Many scenarios must be planned for and drills should be performed.

-RMSC is mainly concerned about terrorist actions and activities on the Columbia

River or terrorist activity being deployed from the Columbia River. Their main selling

point to the government grant committee is to set the benchmark for an integrated

security communications system that other regional, interconnected, transportation

systems can use to create secure supply chains. On a daily basis, a more effective use of
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the system could be to prevent smuggling, or to more effectively time shipments for

when they are needed by vendors by seeing the transparency of the supply chain from

source to destination. Gaining commercial advantage by creating a more efficient river

network would be a productive way to use the communication system in non-crisis

situations.
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III) Container and Grain Documents

III. A) Container Land Supply Chain'

The following study is a breakdown of the paper trail of a single container

shipped from Japan. It is a trying task to find the entity responsible for the container at

any given time, being in the warehouse located Seattle, or the Distribution Center in

Cleveland. Colleen Johansen is the only person throughout the entire process who knows

the whereabouts of this container at any given time.

This narrative shows how complicated it is to understand documentation and track

containers. Consider a real life example of a container being moved from Japan to Ohio.

Shipper of container is Shini-Etsu Chemical Co. Ltd. of Tokyo, which uses Mitsubishi

Logistics (MSK) as its agent.

MSK in turn is using Colleen of Yokota International of Portland as an

intermediary to track and coordinate the movements of the container. The container

arrived on the MV Kuala Lumpur Express in Seattle. Colleen's job is to move the

containers from Macmillan-Piper warehouse in Seattle (incorrectly called MacPiper

Seattle in many documents) to Amware Distribution in Cleveland.

III. B) Container Documentation

MSK has sent the following documents to Colleen. (Numbers refer to page numbers of

materials that follow in the appendix. NI means that the document is not included in this

package.)

1) Delivery Order

2) Through Bill of ladings
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3) Dangerous Goods Certificate

4) Packing list

5) Breakdown of Packing list by lot number

6-12) Material Safety Data sheets for this hazardous cargo (MSD's)

NI) Secure Cargo Log, Security Composite, Temperature maintenance logs

Colleen considers different trip routes and produces trip leg breakdowns as well as a

more detailed map and driving directions.

13A-14) Trip Leg Breakdown as well as Map and Driving directions

Macmillian Piper, who put the business out to bid for truckers, but was unsuccessful,

used the following document

15) Related Macmillian Piper document

Colleen/Yokota generates work order.

16-17) Work order for truckers

18) Trucking dispatcher confirms receipt of work order

19) Colleen signs agreement with Gulick Freight Service Logistics to move container

19A-31) Contacts and gives full instructions to the Trucking company. Extra copies

are for dispatcher driver and Chemtrec since this was a hazardous load.

Gulick Freight Service Logistics sends internal memo to Gulick Trucking with,

32)Transload instructions and temperature requirements
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32A) Shipping order shows conversation with driver and dispatcher on load

requirements, driver is Bill Shere.

Container status updates include,

33) Update between Colleen and MSK with first day log

34) Shipper provides contact phone number to Colleen

35-50) Series of documents which are daily logs between stakeholders

When the truck driver arrives at location, he is told that he must go to a different location

for cargo delivery. Colleen sends update and must get approval for payment of diversion.

51-54) Diversion Notice and related emails between Colleen and stakeholders.

55-57) Documents related to Proof of Delivery (POD).

58) Signed delivery receipt with Bill of Lading.

III. C) Importance of Individual Documents

The parties involved in the transportation of this cargo have rated all the

documents into three categories of importance. A rating of "red" was given to documents

of highest importance. A rating of "orange" was given to documents with a mid range

importance level. And a rating of "yellow" was given to documents with a low level of

importance. In documents with a rating of yellow, there could be one or two pieces of

relevant information. But for the most part, the information contained in the document is

superfluous. The numbers correspond to the numbers of the above list.
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Documents of Highest Importance (Red Documents)

1) Delivery Order

2) Through Bill of lading- These document contains accurate information of the

cargo being shipped, which is provided by the shipper or shipping agent. The

information contained in the documents is prepared from the Ocean Bill of Lading

3) Dangerous Goods Certificate

MSDS- Material Safety Data Sheet - Any hazardous material must be

accompanied by the following documents. These documents explain what the

cargo is, how much quantity present, and any other pertinent information that

would be necessary for anyone handling the substance. The MSDS sheet gives

emergency procedures in case an emergency arises, for instance leakage, fire, or

physical contact.

NI) Seal Number- This verifies continuous use, origin to destination

55-57) Proof of Ultimate Delivery

Documents of Mid level Importance (Orange Documents)

4) Packing List- An itemization of all pieces of cargo that includes, but is not limited

to, size weight, and generic ID.

NI) Container Type- A number is given that describes what the details are of the

container, i.e. temperature control, flat racks, etc.

51-54) Diversion Notice- This document indicates a change in ultimate destination

that differs from the original described on the Ocean Bill of Lading/ Delivery

Order/ Inland Bill of Lading.
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Document of Low level Importance (Yellow Documents)

5) Breakdown of Packing List by Lot Number- This information does not apply if one

party does not know ultimate intended use.

NI) Secure Cargo Log, Security Composite, Temperature and Maintenance Logs- All

information held in this document is found in other documents with more

pertinent information.

III. D) Importance of Understanding the Documents

This case study illustrates the difficulty in tracking and coordinating a single

container shipment. There is significant amount of documentation that goes along with

one single container, and container logistic professionals are necessary to track the

container movements.

It is easy to lose track of the container and difficult to find the person responsible

for it. Colleen Johansen is the only person who has all the information about the

container from origin to destination. Contact information for Colleen Johansen should

accompany all the paperwork (electronic paperwork included) that follows the container

as it travels. She has or can easily obtain information on the container ranging from

where it was stuffed, where it was warehoused, its contents, and its ultimate destination.

If there is a problem with the container or pertinent information about the cargo that

needs to be found, she is the contact person. An important note is that government

agencies do not have possession of the documents that track the inland movement of this

container.
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In the RMSC approach to cargo tracking, the shippers of the containers would be

able to find Colleen and track the container as appropriate. Colleen is the focal point of

all the movements of the container. She understands the different movements the

container makes, and can quickly decipher the information that accompanies the

container in order for the cargo to arrive safely at its final destination.
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III. F) Grain Land Supply Chain6

Consider an instance where grain that has been harvested in Chapel, Nebraska is

now sailing out of the port on the Columbia River on the MV Cynthia Crown. Federal

agencies have been informed that this grain was contaminated in the field in Nebraska.

A key question is whether and how the government can determine which trucks,

silos, railcars, barges, and ships have been contaminated. The following discussion will

trace the grain from the exporting vessel back to its source.

III. G) Grain Documentation Accompanying Exporting Vessel

The following attached documents, found in the appendix, would exist in relation to the

MV Cynthia Crown.

1. Vessel Arrival Information- This document has been filed by the ship's agent,

Transmarine Navigation Corporation.

2. Delivery Certificate- This document shows the delivery of fuel to the vessel.

2B. Letter of Authorization- This document from the master of the MV Cynthia Crown

authorizes the ships agent, Tranmarine Navigation Corporation, to act on the owner's

behalf.

3. Certificate of Readiness- This document from the National Cargo Bureau Inc. certifies

that the vessel is ready for loading and specifies which holds will be loaded.

4. Notice of Readiness- Document serves notice that the vessel has arrived at the

Columbia River Pilot station.
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5. Stowage Examination Worksheet- This document from the US Department of

Agriculture shows that the stowing holds have been inspected and are suitable for

holding grain.

6. Official Grain Weight Certificate- The US Department of Agriculture certifies the

weight of grain loaded.

7. Official Export Grain Inspection Certificate- US Department of Agriculture certifies

the inspection of the grain. However, this inspection does not cover chemical or

biological contaminates.

8. Berth Term Grain Bill of Lading- This is the bill of lading that will accompany the

shipment on the M/V Cynthia Crown.

9. Shipper's Export Declaration- This document is filled out by the shipper for the US

Census Bureau.

10. Certificate of Origin- This document certifies the origin of the grain shipment.

11. Phytosanitary Certificate- This document certifies that the cargo has been inspected.

However, it appears that no physical inspection is done.

12. Cargo Declaration- This provides a description of the cargo for the US Customs

Service.

13-15B. Statement of Facts- This document provides a summary of events and can be

used to facilitate bank financing.

Inland Movement of Cargo

The following attached thirteen slides in the appendix show how the grain

movement can be tracked back to its source with documentation of barge movement,
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silos used, and truck and rail cars used. Note that if the tug/barge was using satellite

communication (BOATTRACS), one could theoretically pinpoint the location of the

tug/barge at any time during its sailing.

III. H) Importance of Individual Documents

The level of importance was evaluated by persons involved in the shipping and

documentation process. Three categories of importance are used:

" Documents of the Highest Importance (Red Documents)

" Documents of Mid level Importance (Orange Documents)

* Documents of Low level Importance but might have one or two pieces of relevant

information. Do not spend time examining them. (Yellow Documents)

The numbers correspond to the numbers of the above list. A "NI" in front of a document

refers to that document not being included in the package.

Documents of Highest Importance (Red Documents)

1. Vessel Arrival Information- In the form of a USCG message from the ship detailing

arrival times, cargoes, crewmember nationalities, last port of call.

6. Official Grain Weight Certificate- This document gives the exact weight of the cargo

as certified by the USDA, along with the grades and stowage compartment it is in.

Grains are blended at the elevator, and the USDA keeps a logbook of the grains that

were loaded at specific times. This document could direct an investigation as to

which silos the cargo was pulled from and at what time.

7. Official Export Grain Inspection Certificate- This is an extremely important

document. Not only is it the document that all the financial transactions are based on,
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but it will also show the money trail indicating the buyer of the cargo. The weights

are then taken directly from the USDA Grain Weight Certificate, but it also shows

shipper, receiver, carrier, date loaded, and contact number.

8. Berth Term Grain Bill of Lading- Same document as the Official Export Grain

Inspection Certificate, but in a different form. Baltimore form C is the most common

one used in the United States. All forms are similar, but with different boilerplates.

9. Shipper's Export Declaration- The submission of this document is required within 48

hours of vessel sailing. It has the shipper of record, marks, weight, country of

discharge, and other pertinent information. The Commerce Department also uses it

for statistics.

13-15B. Statement of Facts- A very important document that has the entire port call of

the vessel logged, from the time the vessel shifted to berth, when the longshoremen

were working, and where the cargo was being loaded or unloaded.

NI- Stowage Plan- Used in conjunction with the USDA grain loading document, it gives

a detailed map of where the cargo is loaded in each hold and how much is onboard.

NI- Mates Receipt- The receipt is given by the elevator at the completion of loading. It

has the bare minimum information, grain type and weight in pounds. All other

information on weight in other documents is based on this one.

NI- Stevedore Daily Reports- This is a record of cargo operations. It gives a minute by

minute account of what occurred and at the time it happened. It is kept by the

longshoremen union, which means it could be rounded or adjusted to meet labor

contracts. Even so, except for the ship's log, it is the best kept record of the vessel's

port call.
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Documents of Mid level Importance (Orange Documents)

NI- Cargo Declaration- This is a form that gives the information of what the cargo is, the

stowage, and shipper.

2. Delivery Certificate- For commercial use only, this gives the lay time between the

charterer and the ship owner to show who is in possession of the cargo at a given

time.

5. Stowage Examination Worksheet- USDA is required to perform a visual inspection of

the holds after they have been washed down to check for grease and dirt. The

worksheet is a subjective cleanliness inspection of the holds performed by the USDA

inspectors.

Documents of Low level Importance (Yellow Documents)

10, Certificate of Origin- This shows the country of origin. The shipper pays for the

Chamber of Commerce to stamp the document. It is required in countries such as

Saudi Arabia to prevent forgery of the grain to gain government subsidies.

11. Phytosanitary Certificate- The document is simply a stamped piece of paper from the

USDA FGIS inspector.

3. Certificate of Readiness- A commercial document that is not very detailed. It explains

at what point the charter changes hand. The times are based on the ship's log, and the

actual calculating point varies between charters.

4. Notice of Readiness- Another commercial document that gives charges to the times

for ship loading or rental time. The information from the Notice of Readiness is

obtained from the USDA in the Stowage Examination Worksheet (#5).
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III. I) Importance of Understanding the Documents

Many documents accompany both the activities of the export ship and the inland

grain shipment. The shipment of grain is also very difficult to track due to the continual

consolidation and mixing of shipments. If a shipment was found to be contaminated, the

amount of contaminated cargo grows exponentially during the trip as it goes from the

field to the ship. The importance in tracking a shipment back to its source could prevent

further shipments from being contaminated by isolating the grain that came in contact

with the contamination. The paper trail can give this necessary information, if collected

properly. At the current time, if the government needed to track the inland portion of this

shipment of cargo, it would have none of the documentation that goes along with it.

It would take a highly coordinated effort among all the stakeholders to isolate all

contaminated cargos and equipment in a timely manner. An objective of the RMSC is to

perform this function if necessary in order to prevent shutting down all traffic on the

entire river. Accurate and accessible data would be required to isolate the contaminated

grain.
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IV) Requirements for Certification of CIAC Members7

The main focus of the RMSC in developing a security system for the Columbia

River is to tap into the human resources that are available in the private and public sectors

along the river. The case studies illustrated that experienced professionals are necessary

to coordinate cargo movements. After meeting with the RMSC and private sector

members of the Columbia River system who support the security coalition, there is

agreement that all the technology being installed and efforts put forth to bring industries

together is geared to extract the knowledge of the personnel that work with the river to

create a more secure environment. Many members have decades of experience working

on the Columbia River ranging from warehousing, container movements, third party

logistics, and shipping. Not only do they know the physical layout of the river and the

surrounding area, but they also know how the intricate supply chains and multimodal

transportation systems tie into one another, and the driving forces behind the local

commerce.

IV. A) CIAC Criteria

The RMSC is currently developing requirements for membership into the CIAC.

A documented, structured, list of criteria is necessary to validate the personnel who will

make up the CIAC. The requirements will be a tangible list that can be shown to

government organizations and private companies. Internally, it is necessary so members

trust one another and can work together efficiently. Externally, it is necessary to have a

structured list of criteria in order to validate the CIAC to higher authorities and be

protected under the liability regulations.
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The overwhelming consensus between the RMSC and the private sector personnel

was that experience working with supply chains and multimodal transportation in the

Columbia River region was the single most important criterion in becoming a member of

the CIAC. Knowledge of the region and the intricacies of the local commerce can only

be gained from experience of working in the region for an extended amount of time. The

difficulty about knowing supply chain movement is that there is no standard or typical

method in which cargo moves. One private sector member explained how, in supply

chains and cargo movement, that "the exceptions are the rules, and mistakes are the

norm." All cargo movement differs between industries, companies, and even individual

shipments.

There are many reasons that private sector experience is important to a security

network. First, the contacts that they have made throughout the years and the access that

they have to the different sectors of the region are important to have in a crisis situation,

especially when time is of the essence. If pertinent information needs to be dispersed or

acquired, the members of the CIAC should know exactly who and where they can obtain

the information and how they can access it. Searching for names and tracking unfamiliar

supply chains can hamper a response to a situation. For example, if a container is holding

hazardous material, and it has been breached or is leaking, the CIAC members should

have a general, working knowledge of where the container is from, where is it going, the

different parties involved with its transportation, and whom to contact in case of such an

emergency.

The second important reason that private sector experience one of the key criteria

to CIAC membership is the familiarity gained of the local commerce. The importance of
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knowing local commerce is to prevent a crisis event from causing a large economic

burden. If a crisis event occurs, allowing for continual functionality of the river is the

second most important objective behind safety. The CIAC, by knowing the local

commerce, would assist in directing commercial transportation safely around the crisis

location. One example of this would be the grain trade. The grain trade is vital to the

regional economy. In a crisis situation that occurs on the river, grain movement would

take priority over most other commercial goods. This is due to the possible detrimental

economic impact that could arise if the grain movement were to be halted for an extended

period of time. CIAC would decide how grain movement would continue once the river

was clear for restricted commercial traffic to flow. Decisions on the mode of

transportation, diversion around the crisis area, and priority of movement would have to

be made by the CIAC. Medical supplies are another example of critical items that would

take priority during a crisis situation. If a shipment of medical supplies is halted, but is in

immediate need, the CIAC needs to recognize where the cargo is and how it can be

delivered.

There are other criteria, besides experience, that CIAC members would need to

qualify for the position. This would include the number of different transportation modes

with which an individual has worked. This requirement becomes especially necessary as

the person rises within the CIAC hierarchy. The hierarchy system will be explained later.

An in depth knowledge of one certain mode of transportation or cargo qualifies that

individual to represent that mode of transportation or cargo, i.e. containers, barges,

tankers, trains, or grain. But a working knowledge of the other modes of transportation

and cargo that use the Columbia River is also necessary. Virtually all supply chains
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involve many modes of transportation. CIAC members must understand how each mode

interconnects to one another and the importance of each mode to the region.

These are the two main criteria that would enable someone to become a CIAC

member. There are other requirements that have been deemed necessary, but they do not

demand nearly the same experience or breadth of knowledge of the local region that

comes from time spent working in the transportation industry of the Columbia River.

Some of the qualifying standards would include

1. Experience with the different Government and Coast Guard Regulations

2. Familiarity with the different cultures, countries, and flags that vessels are

registered.

3. Understanding of Customs operations, cargo operations, and inspections.

4. Comprehension of the vast paperwork involved in the transfer of cargo.

5. Experience in security management, risk assessment, and crisis mitigation.

These criteria are more quantifiable and can be taught in a classroom setting. The class

can be a mix of lectures, guest speakers from the Coast Guard, and fieldtrips to see actual

inspections and cargo operations.

An interview process was also suggested to gain membership to the CIAC. There

are certain personality traits that are desirable to have on such a coalition. Members must

be willing to speak up and take action, but at the same time understand their role and put

the greater good of the Columbia River system ahead of their economic gain or loss that

could result during a crisis situation. It is viewed as a privilege to be a part of the CIAC,

and its members must be more willing to help and not be inclined to take advantage of

their positions.
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IV. B) Three Tiered CIAC System

The structure of the CIAC is essential for it to be effective. The preliminary

structure of the CIAC involves a three tiered system. The three levels represent the

different levels of qualifications that the members have earned. As members rise within

the hierarchy, their decisions and assessments will have more bearing on the actions

taken and encompass a wider range of modes and nodes that would be affected.

Each level in the hierarchy will have more stringent and comprehensive

qualifications. Primarily, experience will qualify a member to raise his or her status. The

entry level tier would require time spent working on the Columbia River to range

between 2 to 5 years, up until the top level, which would require 15 to 20 years. Also,

members must show that they are knowledgeable in the various modes of transportation

in order to be promoted to a higher tier. The first tier would only require knowledge

within one or two modes, while the top tier would require knowledge from all the

different modes of transportation that use the Columbia River. Classroom lectures, onsite

training, and other written examinations are also being considered as requirements for

promotions to a subsequent tier.

Being a part of the CIAC is a privilege, and earning the right to be a member

should be taken seriously. Acknowledgment and merit should be given to those willing

to take the responsibility. Prestige and recognition, that should be given to members who

complete the training and are promoted into the CIAC, will create a stronger and more

alert unit willing to put forth the effort to create a secure environment. Qualifying for

CIAC membership would not only make someone eligible to join the CIAC, but it would

also enhance the individual's resume. Having a CIAC qualification would make
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someone more desirable in the transportation and security industry than someone without

it.

It is inevitable that politics will be involved in creating and developing the CIAC.

Private sector personnel are representing their industry as a part of the CIAC. They will

inevitably feel that their industry, be it containers, oil, barges, or grain, is the most

important and should have representation in the CIAC. A weighted distribution of

qualified members from all the different sectors of the Columbia River should have

representation. An autonomous voting process should be carried out to promote people

who have qualified for the next tier. A rotation of top level CIAC members would allow

qualified members to accept different positions, and relieve those who have been in a

position for an extended period of time. This will further enhance personal resumes, give

different perspectives on security, and bring new ideas to the CIAC.

IV. C) CIAC and National Incident Management System (NIMS)

Once in operation, the CIAC will work within the National Incident Management

System (NIMS) if a crisis situation were to occur on the Columbia River region. NIMS

is the national standardization of actions taken in response to an incident, be it terrorist,

environmental, or natural disaster. Homeland Security created this system in order to,

Integrate effective practices in emergency preparedness and response into a comprehensive

national framework for incident management. The NIMS will enable responders at all levels to

work together more effectively to manage domestic incidents no matter what the cause, size or

complexity. (NIMS Website)8
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NIMS sets broad guidelines in order for responders of an incident to react effectively and

efficiently. This standardization of crisis response is important in order that all parties

involved in an incident know their particular roles, and the actions to be taken. The

CIAC is expecting its role in incident situations to report to the NIMS command staff

chief. Their expert knowledge would be used, as stated previously, to continue safe

multimodal movement along the river or to help to mitigate the crisis situation. The

command staff chief would ultimately have the final say in any situation. But it is

expected that the recommendations from the trained and certified CIAC members would

be taken seriously and be called upon to make official and final decisions.

The importance of communication is paramount to assist the NIMS command

staff. Once a crisis situation is observed, the CIAC can be immediately called upon

through the interconnected communication system. Once a situation is reported, the

tiered membership system, combined with an effective communication system, would

facilitate fast information sharing and data transfers that would reach the upper tiered

CIAC members, who can then relay the pertinent information to the NIMS command

staff chief.

It is common for the command staff of NIMS to frequently change hands as the

crisis develops. The first responders, usually the fire department, will act as the

command staff. As more information is gathered and other organizations report to the

scene, the command staff could change. The fire department will relinquish command to

focus on fire safety, while another organization, such as the Coast Guard, or the FBI,

depending on the circumstances, will assume command staff control. CIAC information
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would help make these decisions. There could also be a chance that the CIAC would

take command as the command staff during a crisis.

An understanding of NIMS is critical to assist in any response. Training and

certification would be required for any CIAC member in basic NIMS operations.

Information on training and required courses can be found on the NIMS website under:

NIMS National Standard Curriculum: Training Development Guidance.9
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V) Training and Educational Programs

The need to secure private companies' international supply chains has become a

major issue in international security. Having a safe and secure supply chain can be used

as a competitive advantage along with securing our nation's borders. Supply chain

training programs combine government training requirements along with techniques for

gaining a competitive advantage to having a secure supply chain. This chapter will give

examples of how security personnel are being trained, and the requirements that are

directing the training.

Training and certification programs are generally organized to educate private,

government, military, and law enforcement personnel to the standards set forth by the

International Maritime Organization's (IMO) International Shipping & Port Security

(ISPS) Code and the Maritime Transportation Security Act 2002 (MTSA).

Transportation security course curriculums are often geared so that they comply with the

required instructions described by the ISPS and the MTSA.

V. A) International Shipping & Port Security (ISPS)

The International Maritime Organization has adopted, in conjunction with the

United States Coast Guard, the ISPS Code. The code, which went into effect in July

2004,

Contains detailed security-related requirements for Governments, port authorities and shipping

companies in a mandatory section (Part A), together with a series of guidelines about how to meet

these requirements in a second, non-mandatory section (Part B). (MTSA-ISPS) 10
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The Coast Guard is the leading government organization in charge of maritime security.

They will set the standards for personnel, port authorities, and shipping companies and

enforce the requirements of the ISPS Code amongst these three.

The object of the ISPS Code is to standardize risk assessment. This will allow the

government to offset changes in threat with changes in vulnerability to ships and port

facilities. A port facility risk assessment will be performed by the contracting

government of the port. First, they will identify critical assets and infrastructures within

the port along with structures, if damaged, would create loss of life, or severely impact

the economics, or environment of the port. Then, actual threats will be assessed to the

different structures in order to prioritize security measures. The final step of the risk

assessment will be to identify weakness in the physical security, structural integrity,

protection systems, policies, communication systems, transportation infrastructure, and

utilities."

V. B) Training Standards

The Coast Guard and the ISPS have amended the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS)

codes to include basic guidelines for the newly required positions of Company Security

Officer (CSO), Vessel Security Officer (VSO), Ship Security Officer (SSO), and Port

Facility Security Officer (PFSO). The Coast Guard has not yet required specific training,

or has certified any programs. The additions are only guidelines for the type of training

that these different personnel should have and areas with which they should be familiar,

if they are going to represent one of these security positions in their respective

companies.
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The following is a list, which was included in a report by the McGowan Group, of areas

that the CSO, and the SSO should have knowledge of, and receive training.

1. Security administration

2. Relevant international conventions, codes, and recommendations

3. Relevant government legislation and regulations

4. Responsibilities and functions of other security organization

5. Methodology of ship security assessment

6. Methods of ship security surveys and inspections

7. Ship and port operations and conditions

8. Ship and port facility security measures

9. Emergency preparedness and response and contingency planning

10. Instruction techniques for security training and education, including security

measures and procedures

11. Handling sensitive security related information and security related

communication

12. Knowledge of current security threat patterns

13. Recognition and detection of weapons, dangerous substances and devices

14. Recognition, on a non discriminatory basis, of characteristics and behavioral

patterns of persons who are likely to threaten security

15. Techniques used to circumvent security measures

16. Security equipment and systems and their operational [L]imitation

17. Methods of conducting audits, inspections, control, and monitoring

18. Methods of physical searches and non-intrusive inspections
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19. Security drills and exercises, including drills and exercises with port facilities

20. Assessment of security drills and exercises

The SSO should also have additional training in the following areas,

1. The layout of the ship

2. The ship security plan and related procedures (including scenario-based training

on how to respond)

3. Crowds management and control techniques

4. Operations of security equipment and systems

5. Testing, calibration and whilst at sea maintenance of security equipment and

systems

Shipboard personnel having specific security duties should have the following sufficient

knowledge and training in the following,

1. Knowledge of current security threats and patterns

2. Recognition and detection of weapons, dangerous substance and devices

3. Recognition of characteristics and behavioral patterns of person who are likely to

threaten security

4. Techniques used to circumvent security measures

5. Crowd management and control techniques

6. Security related communications

7. Knowledge of emergency procedures and contingency plans

8. Operations of security equipment and systems

9. Testing, calibration, and whilst at sea maintenance of security equipment and

systems
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10. Inspections, control, and monitoring techniques

11. Methods of physical searches of person, personal effects, baggage, cargo, and

ship's stores

All shipboard personnel should have sufficient knowledge in the following areas,

1. Knowledge of current security threats and patterns

2. Recognition and detection of weapons, dangerous substances and devices

3. Recognition of characteristics and behavioral patterns of persons who are likely to

threaten security

4. Techniques used to circumvent security measures

5. Crowds management and control techniques

6. Security related communications

7. Knowledge of emergency procedures and contingency plan

8. Operation of security equipment and systems

9. Testing, calibration, and whilst at sea maintenance of security equipment and

systems

10. Inspection, control, and monitoring techniques

11. Methods of physical searches of persons, personal effects, baggage, cargo, and

ship's stores

The PFSO is required to have knowledge, and have received training in the same areas as

the CSO. Port facility personnel should also have equivalent training as the shipboard

personnel.

Although the Coast Guard does not require specific courses or training, the people

who will fill the different security personnel roles in an organization will be required to
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have formal, classroom training courses. The following is a list of courses that

concentrate their curriculum to the preceding guidelines in order for shipping companies,

or port managers to be able to designate a security officer after an employee completes

these courses.

V. C) Training Courses

Maritime Security Institute: MS11 3

Located in Fort Lauderdale Florida, MSI is a not-for-profit educational institute

that began offering training to non-government personnel following a grant from

SeaSecure, LLC. MSI's goal is to meet and exceed the training standards set forth by the

ISPS Code and the MTSA. The instructors come from a wide array of backgrounds

including military, government agencies such as the CIA, and private sector shipping

experts. The courses range from 1.5 to 3.5 days in length. The cost of each courses

ranges from $400 to $1000. The courses that MSI offers are as follows,

Security Officer (Port Facility Security Officer/Company Security Officer)

Certification Course: Tnis course satisfies all the instruction necessary for certification

as a "Security Officer" for IMO and MTSA standards, as well as the ISPS requirements

for "Port Facility Security Officer" and "Company Security Officer." The course is

intended for all port operations personnel, law enforcement personnel within a port

facility, ship operations and security officer, and security and corporate managers. This

course is given multiple times throughout the year.
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Maritime Threat and Intelligence Collection: This course focuses on information and

intelligence collection from a number of sources including government, private, and

confidential sources. Developing a local network of informants and information data

collection in order to assess the threat and possible terrorist activity associated around the

port facility is a core requirement for port security officials. This course is intended for

port authority and corporate security officers responsible for port security.

Maritime Threat and Intelligence Collection (Law Enforcement): An additional day

is added to the Maritime Threat and Intelligence Collection course specifically for law

enforcement personnel. The supplementary day will cover information and intelligence

from law enforcement sensitive databases. This course is specifically for law

enforcement personnel whose duties include supervision and planning of law

enforcement function within a seaport.

Legal Implications of the ISPS Code and MTSA: This course covers the necessary

material to understand and comply with the recent security regulations that have come

into effect. Basic understanding of the complex networks, laws, and treaties is important

for anyone involved in maritime commerce. The course also covers liabilities and

sanctions that can occur if one were not to comply with the regulations. The course is

intended for attorneys, operations, and risk managers who require the knowledge of the

regulations and laws that govern maritime commerce.
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Weapons of Mass Destructions- Ports and Ships: A basic overview of the different

categories of WMD. The course also covers how a WMD can be used against a shipping

vessel or a port facility. It includes risk reduction and measures that can be taken to

increase detection of WMDs. This course is directed toward port managers, port and ship

security personnel.

Managing the Port Facility Guard Force: This course covers the organizations,

training, equipment, and employment of the security guard team of a port. Policies,

procedures, and best practices of security guard companies are covered along with the

how the unique environment of a port plays into different procedures. This course is for

port authority and corporate personnel involved in the security force of the port and its

facilities.

Maritime Physical Security Management: This course gives an overview of the

different methods and technology that can be implemented by a port to protect its borders

and goods from unauthorized access. The different methods include fences and barriers,

locks, safes, keys, security lighting, sensors, alarm systems, Closed-Circuit Television

systems, night observation techniques and equipment, access control systems,

credentialing and background checks, and guard force operations. The focus of the

course is to have the student bring the information learned to his or her facility to

implement different physical security 'measures for short term and long term protection.

This course is intended for engineers and security operations personnel who are involved

in design, construction, and implementing port security systems.
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C-TPAT / CSI / BASC -- Program Management Course: This course gives a general

overview of the different US Customs programs directed at supply chain security, and

protecting global trade from the threat of terrorism. For Customs-Trade Partnership

Against Terror, the course will cover how to improve security throughout the supply

chain. It will also cover how to analyze supply chain security within a company and its

suppliers. Further instruction will be given on submitting compliance reports to US

Customs for C-TPAT. The Container Security Initiative section of the course is devoted

to the 24 hour rules, inspection, and pre-screening of containers prior to entering US

ports. It will also cover smart containers. The Business Anti-Smuggling Coalition will

describe the standards and tactics set forth to prevent smuggling of contraband and

terrorist goods by means of industry supply chains. This course is for corporate, port

authority, and Customs Officers involved in anti-smuggling and cargo security.

Waterborne Security Operations- Management Course: This course covers the

tactics and organization of a waterborne security team. It prepares port security managers

for management and deployment of the waterborne security team and how it will

integrate into the overall facility security plan. This course is for port authority security

managers and law enforcement personnel.

Global Maritime and Transportation School (GMATS)

GMATS, located on the grounds of the United States Merchant Marine Academy

in Kings Point, New York, is a facility that provides training for the maritime

professional. The mission of GMATS is to educate leaders of private, government, and
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military organizations in international trade and shipping. Courses range from technical

engineering and ship construction to business logistics management. There are four

divisions of GMATS,

1. Nautical science and military affairs

2. Marine engineering

3. Transportation, logistics, and management

4. Research and special project.

The transportation, logistics, and management course curriculum aligns with the required

instruction described by the ISPS Code and MTSA. Many of the courses are very similar

to the courses given by the Maritime Security Institute. The courses, though, are longer

and cover more depth than the MSI courses. The courses range from 4 to 10 days and

will cost $1000 to $2000. Tuition, meals, and lodging are paid for by the Maritime

Administration. " The following are the courses offered by GMATS,' 5

Supply Chain Integrity Program: This certification program describes methods,

common practices, and technical aspects of cargo loss and theft prevention. Key features

of the course are best practices for minimizing cargo theft, vulnerability of freight

transportation systems, and key government cargo anti-theft networks. This course is

intended for all public and private personnel involved in cargo security, including port

authority personnel, shippers, law enforcement personnel, government agencies, and

lawyers.
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Facility and Vessel Security Program: This course complies with the IMO model

courses for port facility security officer, company security officer, and vessel security

officer. The course covers topics dealing with ship and facility security, and safety

management. This course is for public and private professionals involved in cargo

transportation and seaport security.

Facility Security Officer Program: Designed to meet the requirements for MTSA and

ISPS Code necessary for a facility security officer. It will analyze the new maritime

security regulations, along with best practice risk management policy and procedures.

This course is intended for anyone attaining the facility security officer positions.

Company and Vessel Security Officer Program: A similar program to the facility

security officer program, the company and vessel security program is designed to meet

the security training requirements for the company and vessel security officer.

Crisis Management in Transportation: This course is geared for the mid to upper level

management and government leaders involved in the transportation industry. Anyone

who expects to be involved in operations along with media relations will gain from this

course. Topics covered include crisis management, creating media contacts, knowing

how to use the media, and when information can be provided.
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V. D) Seminars

Many training facilities offer two day seminar that give an overview of topics in

supply chain security. The lectures in the seminars discuss the many subjects from the

different courses summarized earlier. The lectures give a brief overview of the issues

covered by the classes.

Trade Security Institute (TSI) - TSI offers supply chain security seminars aimed at

making supply chain security a competitive advantage and incorporating it into the

operations of a company. Along with classroom discussions, lectures are augmented

through online "webinars." The seminar is given throughout the country and cost $1100.

The objectives of the course are to define supply chain security, identify risk in a

supply chain, and new procedures and technologies that can be implemented to improve

supply chain security. Also, the seminar discusses the government supply chain

initiatives and the ones that apply to the individual's company. TSI will do on-site

training specifically geared to instruct the needs of the company or port authority.' 6

Supply Chain Integrity Program- This GMATS seminar is given in conjunction with

the International Cargo Security Council. The seminar takes place at the United States

Merchant Marine Academy. It covers all the government security initiatives, customs

compliance, risk management, and other topics for applying cargo security to a supply

chain.' 7
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VI) Customs Trade Partnership Against Terror (C-PAT): How

Supply Chain Security Experts are Currently being Trained

C-TPAT is a private sector-government partnership created by Customs and

Border Protection after the attacks of September 11. The C-TPAT initiative program is

governed by the Customs and Border Patrol. Nearly 10,000 companies to date have

enrolled to be a part of C-TPAT. The principles of C-TPAT are to develop security

criteria, best practices, and procedures to secure and protect physical supply chain that

enter US borders. The two overall themes of C-TPAT are to increase supply chain

security, while facilitating commerce and trade that travels through US borders.

Many parallels can be made between the development of C-TPAT and the RMSC.

Knowledge of security coalitions between public and private sector companies can be

learned by the way C-TPAT has built their criteria of security standards, industry best

practices, and membership into C-TPAT. C-TPAT is also involved in cooperation

amongst many entities (foreign and domestic) to accept the standards of C-TPAT and to

further enhance supply chain security.

For basic membership into C-TPAT, shippers and importers perform an

evaluation of their own supply chain security. Some of the topics that the evaluation

covers are physical security assessment, product points of origin, and if trade partners are

currently C-TPAT members. The information from the evaluation is compiled in a

document called Supply Chain Security Profile, and sent in to C-TPAT. This internal

audit is reviewed by C-TPAT officers and compared to the industries established "best

practices." Based on the profile, the company will be admitted into C-TPAT or denied.

The theory of C-TPAT is that private sector will continue to improve supply chain
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security as the criteria for membership into C-TPAT become stricter. The criteria for

members are evolving as more security profiles are reviewed. The industry's "best

practices" are based on these reports that companies send into CBP for review. If a new

"best practice" is discovered in a Security Profile, it could be incorporated into the

requirements for membership.

An additional validation process may also be performed after a C-TPAT member

is certified. The validation will be done within three years of C-TPAT membership, if

any anomalies are found in the Security Profile, any security threats or risks are detected,

or a relatively high volume of trade is carried out by the shipper. Incentives are being

used to encourage shippers to join C-TPAT, and for current members to continue to

improve security standards. The main incentive for shippers to join C-TPAT is fewer

total container inspections for registered members, and no container inspections for

members using electronic devices that detect an unauthorized opening of the container,

such as active Radio Frequency Identification (RFID).

VI. A) RMSC and C-TPAT: Common Goals

There are five formal goals of C-TPAT, which are as follow,

1. Ensure that C-TPAT partners improve the security of their supply chains pursuant

to C-TPAT security criteria

2. Provide incentives and benefits to include expedited processing of C-TPAT

shipments to C-TPAT partners

3. Internationalize the core principles of C-TPAT cooperation with the international

community
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4. Support other CBP security and facilitation initiatives

5. Improve administration of C-TPAT program' 8

To reiterate, these five goals of C-TPAT support two themes of C-TPAT, to facilitate

trade while increasing the national and international security web. These themes run

parallel to the themes of the RMSC, creating an integrated security system that will

increase security, while allowing trade to continue to flow.

Goal five addresses the need for continued internal growth in the C-TPAT

organization. The three key objectives to expand C-TPAT, which are identical to the

current objectives of the RMSC in developing their CIAC program, are to implement the

C-TPAT human capital plan, expand the structured training program for C-TPAT supply

chain specialists, and to coordinate with the CBP modernization office to enhance

C-TPAT's data collection and information management capabilities. While these

objectives of C-TPAT are parallel to the objectives of the RMSC, there is a fundamental

difference between the ways that each organization is developing. C-TPAT wants to

train supply chain security experts to evaluate the established security standards of

private industry, while the RMSC is developing a security network from the bottom up

based on the knowledge of supply chain logistic professionals.

C-TPAT realizes that an extremely important asset to the program is the

personnel. The executive summary explains,

Finally, the vast knowledge and experience of C-TPAT personnel, and the access to

information not previously available to CBP, were seen as program strength.

Opportunities include the ability to enhance internal and external communication with

stakeholder, to provide continuing education for supply chain specialists and to hire

additional highly qualified people into the C-TPAT program.' 9
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This quotation emphasizes how C-TPAT values the private sector knowledge, and looks

to enhance itself by including more supply chain experts into the program.

To gain membership into C-TPAT, some of the requirements include proper

procedural security, education, training and awareness, and threat awareness. Any

company or organization must prove that its personnel have completed security training,

and awareness. This means that they must utilize the different training courses and

seminars. As of March 2005, the initial defined criteria for importers were made

available. The list acknowledges the need for training in the following areas:

Security Training and Threat Awareness

A threat awareness program should be established and maintained by security

personnel to recognize and foster awareness of the threat posed by terrorists at each point

in the supply chain. Employees must be made aware of the procedures the company has

in place to address a situation and how to report it. Additional training should be provided

to employees in the shipping and receiving areas, as well as those receiving and opening

mail.

Furthermore, specific training should be offered to assist employees in

maintaining cargo integrity, recognizing internal conspiracies, and protecting access

controls. These programs should offer incentives for active employee participation.
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Information Technology Security

Password Protection

Automated systems must use individually assigned accounts that require a

periodic change of password. IT security policies, procedures and standards must be in

place and provided to employees in the form of training.

C-TPAT requires shippers to conduct training and awareness programs for

personnel in order to become certified members. A significant amount of the

requirements for membership involves only the physical security of the facility. Also,

computer security training is required, which could also be required for CIAC members

with access to the RAINS communication network.

VI. B) Training Supply Chain Experts

An essential part of C-TPAT is the supply chain experts involved in the security

analysis. The need for qualified "human capital" has increased since the demand for

membership into C-TPAT has greatly increased. The Supply Chain Specialist (SCS)

position was created for the C-TPAT organization to assist with the key C-TPAT

program requirements and to institutionalize supply chain security expertise throughout

the agency. 2 2 SCS primary duty is to analyze the security profile and to conduct the

validation process. They also serve as the point of contact and advisor for certified C-

TPAT partners

SCS are located in four field locations nationally New York, Los Angeles,

Washington, and Miami. Training is conducted at the Customs and Border Patrol

training facilities. The CBP Field Office of Operations and the Office of Training and
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Development created the SCS training program. The program is two weeks long with

industry specialist, instructors, and manuals. The training also involves insight learning

at different locations to gain working knowledge of the environment within which they

will be operating.

C-TPAT is working with the Office of Training and Development to create a

college-level curriculum to train supply chain specialists. The focus of the courses

consists of a multi-disciplinary approach to logistics management and supply chain

security.
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VII)

Conclusion: How the RMSC can certify Supply Chain Experts

The first chapter of the report described how the RMSC was developing a

communications security network throughout the Columbia River. The RMSC

recognized the need for a communications network that would connect the many

stakeholders of on the river. They felt that a "cargo-centric" approach was the best

technique for creating the security system framework. The professionals who tracked the

containers and coordinated their movement would be the focal point of the

communication network. By combining the RAINS computer system, which allows

pertinent safety information to quickly be transmitted to the Columbia River

stakeholders, with trained members of the CIAC security team, the RMSC felt that they

had the best combination of technology and personnel to protect the supply chains that

use the Columbia River.

RMSC recognized that the greatest asset of security was the experience of the

logistic professionals. As chapter three showed, the difficulty of tracking and

coordinating only a single container and one shipment of grain was difficult and

necessitated the need for logistic professionals. The technology used for the computer

network was secondary to the knowledge that the professionals had acquired over the

years of working along the Columbia River and with the commerce of the region. But for

these logistics professionals to be protected under the US Federal Liability protection

Code, they must be properly trained and certified.

The RMSC is required to have documentation that the volunteer members of the

CIAC security team are certified with the proper training. Chapter four dealt with
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defining the different traits required of a security expert, the requirements to qualify a

transportation professional to become a CIAC member, and quantifying these

requirements for certification, such as number of years experience working on the

RMSC. Subsequently, chapter five gave multiple examples of courses that are currently

given, which properly train security personnel to qualify them to hold security officer

positions. The RMSC could use these courses or create similar courses to give the proper

security training to CIAC members, which federal agencies, such as the Coat Guard,

would recognize as sufficient for security personnel training.

The description of C-TPAT in chapter six was used to compare how supply chain

security experts are currently being trained. CBP needs to employ personnel who can

work with private industry to improve supply chain security. While C-TPAT is trying to

recruit supply chain experts into its network, the RMSC is using personnel already within

the Columbia River network to build the system around them.

The Coast Guard, ISPS, C-TPAT, and other regulatory bodies have not yet made

definitive requirements that could be used to clearly define a supply chain security expert

who is protected under the Federal Liability Code. Another alternative would be to

change the Federal Liability Code to make it easier for RMSC and similar organizations

to operate. The literature only cites that they do not expect to make a formal mandate of

training courses.23 It only provides suggestions of training and prior knowledge that

would be necessary for personnel looking to hold the different security positions within a

company or port facility. It is still important to have a defined list of requirements and

training for certifying the supply chain logistic professionals for the CIAC, but the RMSC

has a large amount of flexibility in defining these requirements. As long as the security
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organizations recognize the validity of the supply chain logistic professionals as security

personnel, the CIAC will become an effective security team.
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www.cbp.gov/xp/cgov/import/commercial-enforcement/ctpat/criteriajimporters/ctpat
_importercriteria.xml

2 Ibid

22 Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT) Strategic Plan: Securing the
Global Supply Chain

23The McGowan Group
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Appendix A: RMSC Survey
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Appendix B: R MSC Survey to Representative Stakeholders

Appendix B: RMSC Survey to Representative Stakeholders

Company Name:

Street Address:

P.O. Box:

City:

Office:

Fax:

Facility:

Cargo Type:

State:

Cell:

Email:

Zip:

24/7 Phone:

Vessel:

Inbound

Grain:

Containers:

Petroleum:

Hazardous Materials:

Is the cargo throughput?

How frequently?

Outbound

YES NO

)AILY WEEKLY MONTHLY OTHER

Is the cargo stored? YES NO

If YES, the average volume at any one time? (tons, gallons etc.)

How is it stored?

What is the maximum amount of cargo on your facility/vessel at any one time?

How often does this occur? DAILY WEEKLY MONTHLY OTHER

What causes the average volume of storage to increase to maximum volume of storage?

RMSC Grant Rqprt

Page 63
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Appendix B: RMSC Surver to Represenative Stakeholders

Do you handle any hazardous cargo/materials?

Is this related or unrelated to your cargo business?

If related, what is the type, volume and method of storage?

YES
NO

RELATED UNRELATED

Would you be willing to share a minimum of 60 days of cargo or shipping information for with us for computer modeling
purposes? YES NO IF YES, please attach.

What kinds of systems are in place to prevent unauthorized access?

What types of security are around the barges or vessels?

What types of security are around the facility or grounds?

What process' is in place to inspect empty containers, silos, vessels and or barges?

What kind of security issues have you dealt with in the past?
Break-in's Theft

Smuggling -Terrorism

OTHERS Please explain:

Vandalism
Harassment

R.MSC Grant Report
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Appendix B: RMSCSurvey in Representative Stakeholders

Monthly Yearly

What security issues do you anticipate in the future?

I From where?

What is your worst-case scenario?

Does your vessel/facility have a security plan? YES NO

YES NOWould you be willing to share a copy of your security plan?

If so, PLEASE ATTACH.

Average number of personnel employed?

Are pre-employment screening or background checks completed? YES NO

SSN verification int
education verification crii

employmeni verification dea

professional license certification dru

Other (please describe)

RMSC Gnat Report

Page 65
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What types?

How often have you dealt with these security issues in the past? (Please record numerically)
Weekly

Break-in's
Smuggling
Theft

Terrorism
Vandalism

Harassment

OTHER
OTHER



From what mode of transport do you receive your cargo?

What kind of information do you receive on your cargo?

From where is the information received?

How is the information transmitted? (Select all that apply) FAX EMAIL TELEPHONE

US MAIL WIRELESS COMPUTER INMARSAT A/B FM RADIO

OTHERS

Is the information stored in central electronic file database that can be accessed by relevant parties?

YES NO

If yes, how? INTERNALLY:

EXTERNALLY:

What is the level of quality, reliability and timeliness of the information?

QUALITY RELIABILITY TIMELINESS

Very High Very High _Very High

High _High _High

Above Average - Above Average _Above Average

Average _ Average - Average

Below Average - Below Average _Below Average

Poor _ Poor _Poor

Very Poor - Very Poor _Very Poor

OTHER COMMENTS:

RMSC Grant Report
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What information do you have about an inbound vessel?

Appendix 8: RWMC Surve to Representative Stakeholders

What information do you have about an inbound vessel?

Where do you receive this information from?

When do you receive this information?

What information do you record?

How is it recorded?

What information do you pass on? To who and in what form?

What information do you receive/require on truck drivers and/or train operators?

TRUCK DRIVER:

TRAIN OPERATOR:

Which government agencies do you interact with

USCG:

FBI:

INS:

CUSTOMS:

OTHERS:

-HOW:
WHY:

_HOW:
WHY:
HOW:
WHY:
HOW:
WHY:
WHO:
HOW:
WHY:

RMSC Grant Repowt
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Appendix B: RMSC Survey to Representativ: Stakeholders

Do you see advantage in having improved communications and reliability of data?

If yes, why?

If yes, how would you prefer to receive the information?

If no, why not?

Do you use an ISO, ISM or other quality process?

If yes, what kind?

Do you have any additional questions, concerns or comments?

VESSEL OWNER SPECIFIC INFORMATION:
Number of vessels:

How do you communicate with them: FAX EMAIL PHONE E
Other:

How often? DAILY WEEKLY MONTHLY OTHER

How do you know their location at any given time?

Number of barges:_

Where and under what conditions do your vessels pool and why?

RMSC Grant Report

Page 68
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Appendu B: RAMSC Survey to Repreventaive Stakeholders

What anchorage, storage or tie-up areas do you use?

What are the average numbers of vessels/cargo in these areas at any one time'?

What kind of access is available to the cargo at these locations?

Do you have any additional questions, concerns or comments?

RMSC Grant Report

Page 69
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Appendix B: RMSC Supply Chain Diagram
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Color Key
Blue Is for Ocean
Green Is for Land
Brown Is for Logistics
Orange Is for Banking/I
Red Is for Hazardous
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Appendix C: RMSC Grain Scenario Exercise
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- Demonstrate following capabilities

- CIAC operation

- Secure linkages

- Secure information transfer

- Surgical information processing

- Importance of Upper Columbia Snake Rivers regions

- 40% of all US grain shipped through region

- Close proximity of trucks, trains, marine transport

- 32 ports along 465 miles of river

ASL7
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US Coast Guard

CIAC Cargo Information Access Center

LCTI

GULICK
TRUCKING INC.-

Port of Morrow

Port of Clarkston

Lewis-Clark Terminal Inc.

Tidewater Barge

Foss

Gulick Trucking

Union Pacific
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- RAINS
- Swan Island Networks

- Tripwire

- Fortix
- Centerlogic

- Qualcomm
- Boatracs
- OMNITracs
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USCG learns of potentially contaminated grain
shipment requiring verification and possible
interdiction

1. CIAC called upon to collect and report regional
shipping information to USCG

2. Initial reports drive additional targeted trace, track and
verification

3. Shipment is found, all contamination is identified for
disposition, further contamination prevented



Responses from
- Port of Clarkston
- LCTI
- Port of Morrow
- Foss Maritime
- Tidewater Barge
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. Uses TRANSEC-Net sensitive
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Also use The maps b*mw wr Ove AmS fmm a *%MSS FetOrked Caffra an4 I Lvdtd *.ar 10 WWods

* Video Surveillance from ports
- Satellite communications

(BOATRACS) with tug
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Subject Matter Expert deployed for information
analysis and shipment tracking

Shipment impacted:
- Grain Silos
| Rail Cars
- Trucks

e Bargesi
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The river system has barges, two major rail systems, and two major
highway systems within the span of the river
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Subject Matter Expert analysis uses all available
tools to communicate with field and complete
analysis

- Loading
receipt

-Silo
Inventory

- RailcarB/L
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Subject Matter Expert analysis uses all available
tools to complete analysis

Initial shipment 39200 lbs

Blended at Julesburg silo 199934 lbs

Railcar contaminated 0

Truck contaminated 0

Blended at LCTI silo 946774 lbs

Two barges contaminated 0

All shipments and contaminated transports sequestered

7MMMO



- CIAC operation

- How the organization would stand up and operate

- Secure linkages

- communications capabilities throughout the upper Columbia and Snake
River system

* Secure information transfer

- sensitive information sharing across organizations including public and
private

- Demonstrated sophisticated cross-organization and cross-jurisdictional
communications

" Surgical information processing

- track, trace and validation of potentially compromised cargo, transports,
and storage

MSMI 73
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650 SUPREME DRIVE
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KUALA LUMPUR EXPR 14E13 iPP E T ~ TKO AA
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AMWARE DISTRIBUTION
19000 HOLLAND ROAD
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CLEVELAND OH 44142
TEL:

NO.~~~~~ Or SK ECITO O RILS P

374 SILICONE RUBBER & FLUID
PKGS A-5718

Contain4r No.
NYKU700,443

%ec&e ?y'
CARGO LOCATION:
MACPIPER SEATTLE
655 S. EDMUNDS
SEATTLE, WA 98108 o) rti-,
CONTACT TIM ROSE 206 340 2854

LAINA -

Pickup# : Pickup Date 421/03
Container Return Place :
Bill to : MITSUBISHI LOGISTICS AMERICA CORP.
T.B/L # : MA304397
Importer: SHIN-ETSU SILICONES OF AMERICA

*** COPY OF THIS DELIVERY ORDER MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR BILLING
*** INTERMODAL CERTIFICATE ***
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002M.L.A.C

hROUGH BILL OF LADING
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-EiP Ouowr= r- uq". mm w.a J *00 oDad Nmo.
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TOKYO, JAPAN

co mft ( A.Q*. Aftm AO N .e - --- -
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005

* ATTACHED SHEET a

1 KSQ-17
40003345
CLEVELAND
C/S NO. 11 - 20
MADE IN JAPAN
SESA
NET WT. 1.900KG
190KG x 10
LOT NO.

2 KSG-33
40003927
CLEVELAND
C/S NO. 1
MADE IN JAPAN
SESA
NET WT. 384KG
18KG x 24
LOT NO.

3 WHITON-SSB
40003972
CLEVELAND
C/S NO. 2 - 7
MADE IN JAPAN
SESA
NET WT. 4,500KG
25KG X 180
LOT NO.

4 ZNCO3-S
40003972
CLEVELAND
C/S NO. 1
MADE IN JAPAN
SESA
NET Wr, 800KG
20KG x 40
LOT NO.

5 HAKUENKA-U
40003972
CLEVELAND
C/S NO. 8 - 12
MADE IN JAPAN
SESA
NET WT. 3,000KG
25KG x 120
LOT NO.

D-5



--.. .L. rA. Oau 3502220

BDB MN: WX-06-0530054

PRODUCT NAME: KSG-17
RAThRIAL GAPETY DaTA SIEMT

3uCI I. COWA=T zzwxFZx2ZTIO

CCUPANY IDEIICATION

ANUMACTURER'S NAME: Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd.

ADDRESS: 6-1, 2-Chome, htumachi, Chiyodaku, Tokyo, JAPAN
EMKROENCY TELEPHONE NUMBER:

330-630-9860 (Shin-Etsu Silicones of America, Inc.)

800-424-9300 (CHEXTREC) (24hrs) (Washington, D.C. USA)
036-5326380(Shin-Etau Silicones Europe B.V., THE METHERLANDS)

TELEPHONE NUMBER FOR IWFOMTION:

03-3246-5121 (Tokyo, JAPAN)

330-630-9860(Shin-Etsu Silicones of America, Inc.)

036-5326380(Shin-Etsu Silicones Europe B.V., THE 7ETHERLANDS)

DATA PREPARED : 04/21/1994

LAST REVISION : 02/15/2000

DATA ISSUED: 02/04/2003

ISSUE NO 200302000144

BASE NO 7

PRODUCT NAME

XBG-17

PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION:
Silicone Gel

83CT OW 2. CWWOUZTION

SINGLE OR MIXTURE:

ixture

CHEMICAL ID IICATION:
Organopolysiloxane mixture

HAZARDOUS COMPONENT (S) / (CAS No.):

Octamathylcyclotetrasiloxant/
(556-67-2) [Flammable Liquid) ca.95 %

(See Section 8 of this NSDS for Exposure Guideline)

(See Section 11 of this MSDS for Subacute toxicity and

Reproductive effect.)

EZCT CN 3. IUZID IDE TI7IC&T!0

HAZARDS CLASSIFICATION:
Flamuable Liquids (based on IMO)

Flamable Liquid (based on DOT)

FIRE AND EXPLOSION:
Fl-ammhle and explosive hazard

:-6

1/7

H. L.A. C



POTNTIAL HEALTH EFFECT:
INHALATION

SKIN contact

EYES contact

7NGWSTION

No significaut irritation expected from a
single exposure. Overexposure may cause
reproductive effect.

May cause slight skin irritation.
Causes drying of skin.
May cause slight eyes irritation.
No information is available.

82CTI 4. IRST AID UmaxU=

INHALATION ; Remove to fresh air.
SKIN contact Remove product from skin with dry cloth or

towel, and wash exposed area with detergent .

EYES contact ; Imediately flush with water for at least

15 uinutes.

INGESTION Wash out mouth with water provided person is

conscious. Never give anything by mouth to an

unconscious person. Call a physician

immediately ,

IECTCW 5. rzR FIGMmG m)U ZhI

FLASH POINT (method used):

55 degrees C (Closed cup)

FLAW0A3LE LIMITS
toctamethylcyclotetrasilOxanel LOWER: 0.75% UPPER: 7.4%

EXTINGUISHING MEDIA:

Foam, dry chemical or carbon dioxide

SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURE:

None

UNUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD:

None

SECTM 4. ACCDMTAL R L S MUARZS

STEP To BE TA= IN CASE MATERAZL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED:

Shut off all ignition sources.

Contain the spill or leak.

Scrape up with cardboard or rag and place in container.

xzcT 7. ANDLIPG AND TOVA

PRECAUTrION TO BE TAKE IN HANDLING AND STORING:

Keep container closed when not in use.

Store in a cool place.

Keep away from heat, sparks and flame.

D-7
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ue/1/Ui MON 13:16 FAI 530 3502220 M. L. A. C 0(

AS DamNo$ IM-06-05300856 3/n

PRODUCT NAM: KSG-17

Do not lay the container on its side.
Use with adequate ventilation.
Avoid prolonged breathing vapor.
Avoid contact with eyes and prolonged or repeated skin
contact.

Keep out of reach of children.
* * * * Information about the emptied container * * *

Do not re-use this container.
This container will be very hazardous when esptied.
Residues will be explosive or flannable.

Keep away from heat, sparks and flame.

Do not puncture or cut this container, and do not weld on or
nea.r this container.

aCTI.M S. WMOSUlZ CCfTDOL8/PMRIMAL PIOTUCTIOP

EMPOSURE GUIDELINES:

ACGIH TLV-TWA . Not established,
OSHA PEL : Not established (Octamethylcyclotetrasiloxanej

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION (specify type) :
Use respiratory protection unless adequate local exhaust

ventilation is provided. (Organic vapor type)

VENTILATION:

LOCAL EXHAUST: Recovmended
MECHANICAL (general) : Adequate ventilation system

SPECIAL: Unknown

OTHER: Unknown

PROTECTIVE GLOVES:
Plastic film or rubber gloves

EZ= PROTECTION:
Safety glasses

OTHIR PROTECTIVE CLOTHING OR EQUIPMET:

Eyewash equipment
WOR/HYGIENIC PRACTICES:

Keep away from heat, sparks and flame.
Avoid prolonged breathing vapor.
Avoid contact with eyes and prolonged or repeated skin

contact.

Wash hands and gargle after handling.

SEcTIOK S. PKYUICAL AD =-M CAL PROVZTZIS

BOILIG POINT:
175 degrees C Coctamethylcyclotatrasiloxane]

VAPOR PRESSURE:
0 .75mmHg (20 degrees C) [Octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane)

VAPOR DENSITY(air=l) :

D-8



UA/ Uj' mun 13:15 FAI 630 3502220 M.L.A.C
009

M I D I ~ u - O 6 -s 3 O s s E4 /7

PRODUCT NAME: KBG-17

>1 [Octamethy1cyclotetrasiloxane)
SPECIFIC GRAVITY:

0.95 (25 degrees C)
MELTING POINT:

Not applicable
EVAPORATION RATE:

cl (Butyl Acetateal) fOctamethylcyclotetrasiloxane]
SOLUBILITY IN WATER:

Not soluble
APPEARANCE (color) :

Colorless, transparent
APPEARANCE(f orm):

Paste
ODOR:

Odorless

8=C= 10. STAXILITT AM PJtUCTZVTY

STABILITY:

Stable

CONDITION TO AVOID:

None
INCOMPATIBILITY (material to avoid) :

None

HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION OR BY-PRODCT:

Thermal breakdown of this product during fire or very
high heat condition may evolve the following hazardous
decomposition product: Carbon oxides and traces of
incoapletely burned carbon comounds. Silicon dioxide.
Formaldehyde.

HAZARDOUS POLYMRIZATION:

Will not occur

CONDITION TO AVOID:
None

SCT=OK 11. TOXICOLOGICAL ZWOr3TZOU

SX3IN IRRITATION:

SKni-RABBIT : 500mg/24Hx MILD [Octamethylcyclo tetrasiloxane)
EYE IRRITATION:

EYE-RABBIT 500mg/24Hr MILD [Octametylcyclotetrasiloxane]

SENSITIZATION:
No evidence of sensitization (Octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane]

ACUTE TOXICITY(LD5):

LD50 (Oral/Rat) : >5g/kg (Octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane]
ACUTE TOXICITY(LC50):

LC50 (nhalation/Rat) : >Sg /m3/Hr
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PRODUCT NAE: KSG-17

[Octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane)
SUBACUTE TOXICITY:

Repeated inhalation or oral exposure of mice and rats to
octamathylcyclotetrasiloxane and decamethylcyclopentasiloxane
produced an increase'in liver size. No gross histopathological
or significant clinical cbemistry effects were observed.
An increase in liver metabolizing enzymes, as well as a tranxsient
increase in the number of normal cells (hyperplasia) followed by
an increase in cell size (hypertrophy) were determined to be the
underlying causes of the liver enlargement. The biochemical
mechanisms producing these effects are highly sensitive in rodents,
while similar mechanisms in humans are insensitive.

CARCINOGWICITY:
NTP:Not listed, IARC:Not listed, OSHA REGULATED:Not listed

HUTAGENICITY.
Negative (Bacteria) (Octamethylcyclotetrasiloxanel

REPRODUCTZVE NYFFCT:
Octamethylcyclotetrasilxane administered to rats by whole

body inhalation at concentrations of 500 and 700 ppm for

70 days prior to mating, through mating, gestation and

lactation resulted in decreases in live litter size.
Additionally, increases in the incidence of deliveries of

offspring extending over an unusually long time period

(dystocia) were observed at these concentrations.

Statiatically significant alterations in these parameters
were not observed in the lower concentrations evaluated

(300 and 70 ppm) . In a previous range-finding study, rats

exposed to vapor concentrations of 700 ppm had decreases

in the number of implantation sites and live litter size.

The significance of these findings to humans is not known.

TERATOGEIC EFFECT:
No teratogenic effects in the rats and rabbits

[octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane].
OTHER INFORMATION:

None

SaCTOm 12. COGC=L zxFOMaTION

BIODEGRADATION:
No information is available.

BIOACCt7AVLATION:
Bioconcentration Factor(BCF) / (Fathead minnows) 12400
lOctamethylcyclotetrasiloxanel.

AQUATIC TOXICITY:
No apparent toxicity for fish (Octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane

OTHER INFORMATION:
Vapor undergoes indirectly photolysis in the troposphere.
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PRODUCT NM: KSG-17

VCTI 13. DMIPOBAL COW=DRATZC=

can be burned in chemical incinerator equipped with
af terburner and scrubber but exart extra care in ignitin
as this product is very flammable.

Do not dispose of the emptied container unless the contents
have been completely removed and container has been flushed
with a clean neutral solvent and then dried up.

Do not dispose tihe emptied container unlawfully.

observe all federal, state, and local laws.

UECZW 14. T.ANIPORT XNFO.M!TX

<IO INFORMATION>
ID No.:

UN 1993

CLASSIFICATION AND CLASS:

Flammable Liquids / Class 3.3

PACKAGING GROUP:

III

PROPER SHIPPING NAME:

Flasale Liquids, N.O.S.

TECHNICAL SHIPPING NAME:
Organosiloxane

MARINE POLLUTANT:
None

* * * * * * * * * * * *

<DOT INFORMATION>
ID No.(49CFR 172.101):

UN 1993

HAZARD CLASS(49CFR 172.101):

3, Flammable Liquid

PACKING GRWUP(49CPR 172.101):

I:I

PROPER SHIPPING NAME(49CFR 172.101):

?lamuable Liquids, N.O.S.

TECHNICAL SHIPPING NAME:

Organosiloxane

DOT REPORTABLE QUANTITY(49CPR 172.101, APP.)

HAZARD SUBSTANCE (S) NAME / (CAB No.), CONTENTS AND RQ

Not applicable

sEUCOK 15. REGULATORY aINORMTnioE

TOxIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL ACT (TSCA) STATUS:

Listed on the TSCA Inventory.

D-11
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PRODUCT NAM: KSG-17

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * V* * * * * * * *0* * * * * * *
EUROPEAN INVENORY OF RXISTING COMMMRCIAL CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES
(EINECS) STATUS:

Listed on the EIECS.
LABELING ACCORDING TO EC-RZGULATIONS REQUIRED:

SYMBOL :Xn

R-PHRASE : (R-10) Flammable
(R-62) Possible risk of iupaired fertility.

S-PHRASE : (S-51) Use only in well-ventilated areas.
CONTAINS Octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane ca. 95%

* * * * * * * * * * * * 9 * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

SUPERFUND AMEDXM5NTS AND RZAWTHORIZAITION ACT OF 1986 (SARA)
TITLE III SECTION 313 SUPPLIER NOTIFICATION:

This regulation requires submission of annual reports of toxic
chemical(s) that appear in section 313 of the emergency planning

and community Right-To-Know Act of 1986 and 40 CFR 372.
This information must be included in all MSDS's that are copied

and distributed for the material.
The toxic chemical(s) contained in this product are:

CHMICAL NAME/ (CAS No.) AND CONTDITS

None
0 * * 0 * 9 * * * +00 * * *0+99 * * 9 * * * * * * * * * * 9 * 9 * * * * *

CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65:

This regulation requires a warning for California Proposition 65 Chemical(s)

under the statute.
The California Proposition 65 Chemical(s) contained in this product are:

CHEMICAL NAME/ (CAS No.) AND CONTENTS

** None **

33CTIN i6. OTUMR NFOR3a MTIC

For Industrial Use Only
*9* * * * 9 * * * 0 * * 0*99 * *9* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 9* *

This materials safety data sheet is offered solely for your
information, consideration and investigation.

The data described in this MSDS consist of data on literature,

our acquisitional data and analogical inference by data of
similar chemical substance or product.

Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd. provides no warranties, either

express or implied, and assumes no responsibility for the

accuracy or completeness of the data contained herein.

D-12



98060 Seattle, WA, King to 44101 Cleveland, OH, Cuyahoga: 1 Stop

Summary:

Miles. 2586.4 Time: 52:42 Cost 2845.04

Shortest Route, Borders Open

Leg
Miles

Seattle, WA, King 0.0
Portland, OR, Multnomah 174.3
Cleveland, OH, Cuyahoga 2412.1

Total
Miles

0.0
174.3

2586 4

Leg
Cost
0.00

191.73
2653.31

Total
Cost
0.00

191 73
2845.04

Leg
Hours

0:00
3:51

48:51

Total
Hours

0:00
3:51

52:42

4/22/2003 10&09 AM Page 1 of 1
PC*MILER for Vwincows 2000 (c) ALK Assoc-aies Inc 1999

D-13

Stop
98060
97208
44101



98108 Seattle, WA, King to 44142 Brookpark, OH, CuVahoga: 3 Stops

Summary:
Miles: 2615.6 Time: 41:08 Cost: 2877.16

Practical Route, Borders Open

Stop
98108
98661
84337
69122
44142

Seattle, WA, King
Vancouver, WA, Clark

.Tremonton, UT, Box Elder
Big Springs, NE, Deuel
Brookpark, OH, Cuyahoga

Leg
Miles

0.0
169.2
691.7-.
620.7

1134.0

Total
Miles

0.0
169.2
860.9

1481.6
2615.6

Leg
Cost
0.00

186.12
760.87
682.77

1247.40

Total
Cost
0.00

186.12
946.99

1629.76
2877.16

Leg
Hours

0:00
3:14

11:12
8:25

18:17

Total
Hours

0:00
3:14

14:26
22:50
41:08

PC*MILER for Windows 2000 (c) ALK Associates, Inc 1999 5/31/2003 10:44 AM Page 1 of 1

D-14



. ieattle, WA, King to 44142 Brookpark, OH, Cuyahoga: 3 Stops

Summary:
Miles: 2615.6 Time: 41:08 Cost: 2877.16

Practical Route, Borders Open

State/Country Route
Dest: 44142 Brookpark, OH, Cuyahoga

Miles Hours Interchange
0:00 (On-duty) 0.00

PC*MILER for Windows 2000 (c) ALK Associates, Inc. 1999 5/31/2003 10:44 AM Page 2 of 2

D-15

Leg
Miles

Leg
Hours
18:171134.0

Total
Miles

2615.6

Total
Hours
41:08



98108 Seattle, WA, King to 44142 Brookpark, OH, Cuyahoga: 3 Stops

Summary:
Miles: 2615.6 Time: 41:08 Cost: 2877.16

Practical Route, Borders Open

Miles Hours lnterchanae
Leg Leg Total Total

Miles Hours Miles Hours

Origin: 98108 Seattle, WA, King

WA
WA
WA
WA
WA

Arrive Loaded

S

S

E

Local
1-405
1-5
WA-14
Local

0:00 (On-duty) 0.00

0.3
7.6

157.0
2.9
1.4

0:01
0:08
2:54
0:09
0:03

1 405 X7, WA
+1 5 1 405S, WA

1 5 X1AB, WA
+WA 14 Lewis and Clark Hw)
Vancouver, WA

Stop 1: 98661 Vancouver, WA, Clark 0:00 (On-duty) 0.00 169.2 3:14 169.2 3:14

+WA 14 S Lieser Rd, WA
+WA 14 Bridge of The Gods,
WA/OR State Line
Cascade Locks, OR
1 84 X46, OR
OR/ID State Line
ID/UT State Line
1 84 X39, UT
Tremonton, UT

Stop 2: 84337 Tremonton, UT, Box Elder 0:00 (On-duty) 0.00 691.7 11:12 860.9 14:26

+UT 13 UT102, UT
1 15 X379, UT
+1 151 84S, UT
+1 80 I 84, UT
UT/WY State Line

WY/NE State Line

180 X107, NE
Big Springs, NE

Stop 3: 69122 Big Springs, NE, Deuel 0:00 (On-duty) 0.00 620.7 8:25 1481.6 22:50

NE

NE
IA
IL
IL
IL
IN
IN

OH
OH
OH
OH

Arrive Loaded

180 X107, NE
NE/IA State Line
IA/IL State Line
180 X155, IL
I 8OX160AB, IL
IL/IN State Line
+1 80 I 94, IN
IN/OH State Line
+1 80 I 480, OH
+1 711 480, OH
1 71 X237, OH
Brookpark, OH

PC'MILER for Windows 2000 (c) ALK Associates, Inc. 1999 5/31/2003 10:44 AM Page 1 of 2

D-16

State/Country Route

0.3
7.9

164.9
167.8
169.2

0:01
0:08
3:02
3:11
3:14

0.3
7.9

164.9
167.8
169.2

0:01
0:08
3:02
3:11
3:14

$

$

WA
WA
WA
OR
OR
OR

ID
UT
UT

Arrive Loaded

E
E
E
W

E
E
E
E

Local
WA-14
Bridge of TI-
Bridge of T
US-30
1-84
1-84
1-84
UT-102

0.8
37.5
0.2
0.2
0.2

334.4
275.6

40.8
2.0

0:02
0:47
0:00
0:00
0:00
6:06
3:40
0:33
0:03

0.8
38.3
38.5
38.7
38.9

373.3
648.9
689.7
691.7

0:02
0:49
0:49
0:49
0:50
6:56

10:36
11:09
11:12

170.0
207.5
207.7
207.9
208.1
542.5
818.1
858.9
860.9

3:15
4:03
4:03
4:03

4:03

10:10
13:50
14:23
14:26

UT
UT
UT
UT
UT
WY

NE

NE
Arrive Loaded

E
S

S

E
E
E
E
N

UT-1 02
UT-13
1-15
1-84
1-80
1-80
1-80
Nebraska 2!

1.2
2.3

36.4
39.1
29.9

403.3
107.5

1.0

0:02
0:03
0:34
0:31
0:24
5:23
1:26
0:02

1.2
3.5

39.9
79.0

108.9
512.2
619.7
620.7

0:02
0:05
0:39
1:11
1:34
6:57
8:23
8:25

862.1
864.4
900.8
939.9
969.8

1373.1
1480.6
1481.6

14:28

14:31
15:05
15:36
16:00
21:23
22:49
22:50

S

E
E
E

$ E
E
E

$ E
$ E

E
S

Nebraska 2!
I-80
1-80
1-80
1-80
1-80
1-80
1-80
1-80
1-480
1-71
Local

1.0
348.2
306.7
155.4

5.0
3.1

15.6
136.2
151.7

9.5
1.3
0.3

0:02

4:46

2:54

0:05
0:03
0:16
2:16
2:45
0:13
0:02
0:01

1.0
349.2
655.9
811.3
816.3
819.4
835.0
971.2

1122.9
1132.4
1133.7
1134.0

0:02
4:56
9:42

12.36
12:41
12:45
13:00
15:17
18:02
18:15
18:17
18:17

1482.6
1830.8
2137.5
2292.9
2297.9
2301.0
2316.6
2452.8
2604.5
2614.0
2615.3
2615.6

22:52
27:46
32:32
35.26
35:32
35:35
35:51
38:07
40:53
41:05
41:07
41:08

State/Countrv Route iles Hours Interchanae



SuperPages.com: Map .0> Page 1 of 2

SUPER PAGES.coM
BETTER PAGES FOR BETTER DECISIONA

MAPS & DRIVING DIRECTIONS

Home . Yellow Pages + Phone Search + Listings + Map

ENCONTRAR NEGOCIOS DONDE
SE HABLE ESPANOL

Maps

Macmillan-Piper
655 South Edmunds Street, Seattle, WA 98108
(206) 340-2854
map I driving directions I add to My Directory

Appears in the Categories:
Non-classified Establishments

Search for nearby businesses with Map-Based Search

Map Size: Small Medium Large

ON ,
Zoom Out -

National

Region.

#Citve

*Street
Zoom In 92002 iueeitCOWC 2002 MV

0SW

'A

S Orc

c. WAd/rGOT

ON . . -

63

Macmillan-Piper

7, 1-5 ba'16f2

Lucile StA . .

as St 15 Ext 6
-5 Et 162

Jac.-

. E

MapPoinr

'A

"4

S Orcas St

SEI

Click map to recenter.
Click compass directions to move map.

Use Subject to License I Copyright

These maps and driving directions are provided for general reference purposes only. No representation is made or warranty is
given as to their content or the reliability thereof. User assumes all risk of use. Verizon Directories Corp., its affiliates and
suppliers assume no responsibility for any loss or delay resulting from such use. Please call ahead to verify the location and
directions.

http://directory.superpages.com/supermaps/mapinit i vn9SRC=&LID=0088720743 &STYP...
D-17
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Translated by WordPort from First Choice document 333-PU.DOC

Colleen Johansen

From: Colleen Johansen

Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2003 10:42 AM

To: 'Lee Johansen@3606954787'

Cc: Colleen Johansen

Subject: B056-0001-511

THANK YOU VERY MUCH...........THERE ARE MORE OF THESE ON A CONSISTENT
BASIS..........YOU CAN HAVE THEM ALL IF YOU WANT

YOKOTA INTERNATIONAL, INC

April 22, 2003

To: Gulick

Lee

Tel: 503-274-1040
FAX: 360-695-4787

Please sign and return to Yokota

Int'l a signed rate contract on Attn:

this load. Include reference,

contract number. This load is
subject to an individually
determined rate.

Pick up Delivery Instructions

Yokota Reference Number: B056-0001-511

Pick up : Macmillan-Piper
655 South Edmunds Street

Seattle, WA 98108

Tim Rose @ 206-340-2854

Cargo from: Container NYKU7003443

374 packages Silicone Rubber and Fluid 24,951 pounds

UN 1993 Class 3
MUST BE KEPT AT 20C

PLEASE SEE DELIVERY ORDER

Deliver to: Amware Distribution
19000 Holland Road
Cleveland, OH 44142
POC : Rosemary or Debbie

440-234-4099

DELIVER AS SOON AS POSSIBLE... MONDAY APRIL 28, 2003

Rate for service : $3600.00

4/22/2003
D-19

Page 1 of 2



Translated by WordPort from First Choice document 333-PU.DOC

Bill To: Yokota Internation~al, Inc.
3556 NW Front Ave., Ste. 380

Portland, OR 97210
Phone: 503-295-0852
FAX : 503-2'48-0048

Please sign and return this document.

Sincerely,

Colleen Johansen
Acknowledgement Signature

4/22/2003
D-20

Page 2 of 2



Colleen Johansen

FNIi
red At:

Conversation:
Posted To:

Subject:

RightFAX E-mail Gateway
Tuesday, April 22, 2003 10:43 AM
Your fax has been successfully sent to Lee Johansen at 3606954787. RE: B056-0001-511
Inbox

Your fax has been successfully sent to Lee Johansen at 3606954787. RE: B056-0001-511

Your fax has been successfully sent to Lee Johansen at 3606954787. RE: B056-0001-511

From: /o=Stevedoring Services of America/ou=SEATTLE/cn=Recipients

Time: 4/22/03 10:41:49 AM
Sent to 3606954787 with remote ID "3606954787"
Result: (0/339;0/0) Successful Send
Page record: 1 - 4
Elapsed time: 01:12 on channel 1

1

D-21
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Sincerely,

Colleen Johansen

Ac owledgement Signat re

N~~2 ~ ~ Q Yx-h -~ s\l
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04/21/03 MON 14:54 FAX 3105191813
U4/z./U NUN 13:08 FAX B30 3502220

CRESCENT WAREHOUSE
M.L.A.C

:/ ~1001
001

650 SUPREME DRIVE

BENSENVILLE IL 60106-3812

KUALA LUMPUR EXPR 14E13 .EA771 f~.TOKYO. JAPAN

NYMS991403139 I 4/14/031 W/7 I STEVEDORING SERVICE AMERICA (SSAI

AMWARE DISTRIBUTION
19000 HOLLAND ROAD
PHONE 440 234 4099 ROSEMARY/DEBBIE
CLEVELAND OH 44142
TEL:

374
PKGS

Cont ai ne
NYRU7000

SILICONE RUBBER & FLUID
An-5p71i

red0W
CARGO LOCATION:
MACPIPER SEATTLE Mcr
655 S. EDMUNDS c
SEATTLE, WA 99109
CONTACT TIM ROSE 206 340 2854

Pickup# : Pickup Date v 421/03
Container Return Place :
Bill to : MITSUBISHI LOGISTICS AMERICA CORP.
T.B/L # : MA304397
Importeri SHIN-ETSU SILICONES OF AMERICA

r No.
443 I

*** COP OF THIS DELIVERY ORDER MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR BILLING
*** INTIRMODAL CERTIFICATE ***

MITSUBISHI LOGISTICS
AMERICA CORPORATION

11,31
ks

18. 72
M1

Wcrg-ec

)
:A K l

n_.. 99

, 1. - _ . . -

I



04/21/03 MON 15:46 FAX 3105191813

04/21/03 NON 13:12 FAX 630 3502220

MITSUBISHI LOGISTICS
AIuCA OORPOATnON

CRESCENT WAREHOUSE

X.L.A.C
Q001
I002

Tfl4ROUGH BILL OF LADING
COMBRD ThANPORT ILL OFPADM
DILL OF LADING FOR PORT TO PORT SIIPMENT

be~~~sewasomtALAIIN N.C..Mn.ea.. ",tso am
SRIN-ETSU CHEMICAt CO., LTD. MA304397
TOKYO, JAPAN EcPOA610mEPU
6-1, ORTEMACHI 2-CHOME, CHIYODA-KU. 2104061
TOKYO, JAPAN

Moomrs (smpme N.W..n.;m FARM4 -

SRI-ETSU SILICONES OF AMERICAINC.
READ, OFFICE 1150 DAMAR DRIVE

.AKR ON OH 44305, U.S.A. 1
TEL:1-330-630-9860 . . AWCOOOULNrOF- -
FAX:1-330-630-9855ATTH:MR.JIM TOBER

CMW PA (1Y b.o.u.n..u' aft .. OoIIIni FO1itmta0R S muCIes
1)SAME AS CONSIGNEE MITSUBISIII LOGISTICS AMERICA CORP.
2)AMWARE DISTRIBUTION VAREHOUSE CRICAGO BRANCH

19000 HOLLAND ROAD 650 SUPREME DRIVE BEKSENVILLE.
CLEVELARD, OH 44142, U.S.A. IL 80106-3812 U.S.A.

XUALA LUMPUR'EXPRE.SS TOKYO, JAPAH .- DATE A 6,&E
rambFD0CK#AW PLVA0F08JVM

SEATTLE CLEV5LANDOH D OR

ARKm ANDuMevS NO. OF PV.OL 0WftiN ONF PACKAG AND GOO0 rpS=$ WEEowT TEASU.MENT

- AS PER "SHIPPER'S LOAD & COUNT" KGS .93
ATTACHED
SHEET - SILICONE RUDBER & FLUID'- 11.318 18.720

** MARK NO. * (H.S.C-OD9:3910.00)
KSG-17 - INVOICE NO.SDA-5718 EMERGEOC CONTACT
FLAMMABLE LIAUID, N.c.s. CHEMTREC 24 HES). 800-424-9300
UN1993 1 CONTAINER
CLASS:3
F/P: 55 DEG EES C 10 DRUM&
P/G:III 15 PALLETS CANS & 340 BAGS)
N/V:1900 KG -------------------
10 'D/N 23' PACKAGES (374 PACKAGES)

NYKU 7003443 23 P/G R 032 (40R)

"FREIGHT PRE AID"
SA ONE -(1) CONTAINER ONLY. ORIGAL

" tW C"4AR F

A P

AP ! J?.;O

REIGHT AS ARRANGE NSTM ?E OM AM COCTDU C Th E 01 IN WUPT mIE C3m" LIOLZ m0
r k3Epp 5 (T=I01IW ULCANL4O

=MNN SYA CT.. L~n I ftT~iPNWIE~ffW A NO C UM UIII ADS WTN

cmo N *n *ASL
TIW *WM DM OWNER (F THE 0001 AND TlWiMMD OF THIll ROF uLA ME TOI
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Unaklwl VYArnn34D

N.L.A.C

PACKING LIST

INVOIE NO-.

9004

Shbn-Etsu Chemnlal Co..Ltd.
SIcons Division
6-tohtsmoo 2-om.,CIwdm-iw.,To"ky,Jaan
7EL:03)3248-51 71
FAX:(03)324-3SDA-5718

Commadrq. Ds. Mar. ?, 2L 3
SHIN-ETSU SILICONE Shpping Ma. & W.

Quentity
10,584 kg

/1 dr & 13 Pp Attached Sheet
3i*. In mood w. & sodWi pw

KUAL LUMPUR EXPRESS
To: From:

CLEVELAND Tky
Shoi an eor .bAt: Em

Apr. ONG. 203 1Amr 21, 2003
C/neDcritIo of Guantity Weight Mean't Latna.

.j...-. Packe . A ) Gras (

1) 11-20 KSG-17 190 kg (190 kg X 1) 10 dr 1,900 kg 1900 2.134 2.868 212750; 190 kg
302765: 950 kg
302765: 760 kg

2) 1 KSG-33 384 kg (18 kg X 24) 1 pp 384 kg 384 447.44 0.9825 303004: 384 kg

3) 2-6 WHITON-SSB S00 kg (25 kg X 32) 5 pp 4,000 kg 4.000 4,132.50 5.534 310222: 300 kg
310308: 3,700 kg

7 WHITON-SSB 500kg(25 kg X 20) 1 pp 500 kg 500 531.40 0.874 310306: 500 kg

4) 1 ZNCO3-S 800 kg (20 kg X 40) 1 pp 800 kg 800 838.90 1.3068 18122:260 kg
20122: 540 kg

5) 8-11 HAKUENKA-U 62 kg (25 kg X 25) 4 pp 2.500 kg 2.500 2,647.60 5.2272 270 2,500 kg
12 KAKUENKA-U SW kg (25 kg X 20) 1 pp 500 kg 500 534.10 1.1228 2J70: 500 kg

Total: 10 dr
& 13 pp

10,584 kg 10,564 11,315.94
kgs kgs

19.7197
mS

SHIN-ETSU CHEMICAL CO.,LTD.

Silicnm Division

D-26
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- Q005

** ATTACHED SHEET.

1 KSC-17
40003346
CLEVELAND
C/S NO. 11 - 20
MADE IN JAPAN
SESA
NET WT. 1,800KG
190KG x 10
LOT NO.

2 KSG-33
40003927
CLEVELAND
C/S NO. 1
MADE IN JAPAN
SESA
NET WT. 384KG
18KG x 24
LOT NO.

3 WHITON-SSB
40003972
CLEVELAND
C/S NO. 2 - 7
MADE IN JAPAN
SESA
NET WT. 4,500KG
25KG x 180
LOT NO.

4 ZNO3-S
40003972
CLEVELAND
C/S NO. I
MADE IN JAPAN
SESA
NET Wr. 800KG
20KG x 40
LOT NO.

5 HAKUENKA-U
40003972
CLEVELAND
C/S NO. 8 - 12
MADE IN JAPAN
SESA
NET WT. 3,000KG
25KG x 120
LOT NO.

D-27
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uxt.L.r4 I a .~nuuaJf ,

X.L.A.-C
C"4 - - -

-- ------:0 0 6

XB No: U-06-05300856

PRODUCT HAM : KSG- 17
M&TZRIAL 9APETY DTA SEE=

MIC? I. cuOazT I " cIFzCLTI

COMPAWN IDDTIFICATION
KkNUFACTURER'S ME: Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd.

ADDRESS: 6-1, 2-Mhe, Ohtwmachi, Chiyodaku, Tokyo, JAPAN
EMR ENCY TELEPHONE NUMBER:

- 330-630-9860(Shin-Etsu Silicones of Amrica, Inc.)
800-424-9300 (CEE'REC) (24hrs) (Washington, D.C. USA)
036-5326380(Shin-Etsu Silicones Europe B.V., THE NETHER.ANDS)

TELEPHONE NMBER FOR INVFORRATION:
03-3246-5121 (Tokyo, JAPAN)
330-630-9860(Shin-Etuu Silicones of America, Inc.)

- 036-5326380(Shin-Etsu Silicones Europe B.V., THE NETERLAMDS)
DATA PREPARED : 04121/1994
LAST REVISION : 02/1512000
DATA ISSUED : 02/04/2003

ISSUE NO 200302000144
BASE NO 7

PRODUCT NAME
.EDG-17

PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION:
Silicone Gel

83CTI0 2. COIWOZITIO

SINGLE OR MIXTURE:
Mixture

CEUICAL IDNTIICATION:
Organopolysiloxane mixture

HAZARDOUS COMPONNIT (S) / (CAS No. ) :
Octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane/

(556-67-2) [Flawm-na le Liquid] ca.95 %
(See Section 8 of this MSDS for Exposure Guideline)
(See Section 11 of this MSDS for Subacute toxicity and
Reproductive effect.)

NCTZC 3. ARDI IDE2TIFICTIM

BAZARDS CLASSIFICATION:
Flammable Liquids (based on IMO)
FlAzmnable Liquid (based on DOT)

FIRE AND EXPLOSION:
Flamable and explosive hazard

D-28
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04/21/03 _ON I5: 5U Al

ab hOWMuED 0o Z-06-05300856 2/7
PRODT3CT2 N I: ZBG-17

POT TIAz NEAZTE EFFECT:
IMLmATION' No significant irritation expected from a

single exposure. Overexposure may cause
reproductive effect.

SKI1 contact ; May cause slight skin irritation.
Causes drying of skin.

EYES contact ; May cause slight eyes irritation.
InGESTION ; No information is available.

EECTZW 4. FIEET AID MEABUs

IMULIATION Y Rmove to fresh air.
SX3Iq contact ; Remove product from skin with dry cloth or

towel, and wash exposed area with detergent.
EYES contact ; Immadiately flush with water for at least

I5 minutea.
INGESTION ; Wash out mouth with water provided person is

conscious. Never give anything by mouth to an
unconscious person. Call a physician
iumediately.

BZCTIC 5. IT FI ZGMTZG ZISURZ

FIASH POINT (method used):
55 degrees C (Closed cup)

FLAMMABLE LIMITS:
tOctamethylcyclotetrasiloxane] LOWER: 0.75% UPPER: 7.4*

E=TINGUISHING WEDA:
Foam, dry chemical or carbon dioxide

SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTNG PRDCEDURE:
None

UNGSUAL FIRE A=D EXPLOSION HAZARD:
None

UCc 6. ACCDEXTAL meLzz mAS"=E=

STEP TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MXTZ.IAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED:
Shut off all ignition sources.
Contain the spill or leak.
Scrape up with cardboard or rag and place in container.

W=TZCW 7. 3M=LXNW AND STOR3I

PRECAUTION TO BE TAE IN HANDI~NG AND STORING:
xeep container closed when not in use.

Store in a cool place.
Keep away from heat, sparks and flame.
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04/21/03 NON 13:16 FAX 830 3502220 M.L.A.C Q008

NotEDS : W-06-05300256 3/7
PRODUCT CM: R8G-17

Do not lay the container on its side.
'- Use with adequate ventilation.

Avoid prolonged breathing vapor.
Avoid contact with eyes and prolonged or repeated skin

contact.
Keep out of reach of children.
* * * * * Information about the emptied container * * * **

Do not re-use this container.
This container will be very hazardous when emptied.
Residues will be explosive or flammable.
Keep away from heat, sparks and flame.
Do not puncture or cut this container, and do not weld on or
near this container.

DUCTX U. O8UmmZ CCMMO=/P50UAT PROZCTOM

EXPOSURE GUIDELINES:
ACGIH TLV-TWA Not established,

OSHA PEL : Not established [Octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane]
RESPIRATORY PROTCTION(specify type):

Use respiratory protection unless adequate local exhaust
ventilation is provided. (Organic vapor type)

VENTILATION:
LOCAL EXHAUST: Recommended
XMCHANICAL (general): Adequate ventilation system
SPECIAL: Unknown
OTHER:- Unknown

PROTECTIVE GLOVES:
Plastic film or rubber gloves

EYE PROTECTION:
Safety glasses

OTHER PROTECTIVE CLOTHIG OR ZQUIPMET:
Eyewash equipment

Keep away from heat, sparks and flame.
Avoid prolonged breathing vapor.
Avoid contact with eyes and prolonged or repeated skin
contact.

Wash hands and gargle after handling.

SZCTZ 9. PETyICIL A= e=rC&L P1O TIzz95

BOILITG POINT:
175 degrees C [Octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane

VAPOR PRESSURE:
0.75zmHg (20 degrees C) tOctamethylcyclotetrasiloxane)

VAPOR DEWSITY (air=l) :

D-30
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04/21/03 MON 13:16 FAX 630 3502220 E.L.A.C

M hn sSut NO 20-06-05300836 4/7

PRODUC? ANAM: KSG-1.7

)"I toctamethylcyclotetrasiloxane]
SPECIFIC GRAVITY:

0.95 (25 degrees C)
MELTIG PONT:

Not applicable
EVAPORATION RATE:

c (butyl Acetate=l) tOctamethylcyclotetrasiloxane]
SOLDILITY IN ramt:

Not soluble
APPEARNCE (color):

Colorless, transparent
APPEARANCE ( form):

Paste
ODOR:

Odorless

SZCIOCnIa. ua3LITT NDMW aCTVIT

STABILITY:
Stable

CONDITION TO AVOID:
None

COMPATIBILITY (material to avoid)
None

HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION OR BY-PRODUCT:
Thermal breakdown of this product during fire or very
high beat condition may evolve the following hazardous
decomposition product: Carbon oxides and traces of
incompletely burned carbon coopound . Silicon dioxide.
Formaldehyde.

HAZARDOUS POLYM4IZATION:
Will not occur

CONDITION TO AVOID:
None

SECTIOP 1.. TOXICOLOGICAL nORLTIOU

STIN IRRITATION:
SXIN-RABBIT : 500mg/24gr MILD [Octamxthylcyclotetrasiloxane]

YE IRRITATION:
RYR-RABSIT : 500mg/24Er MILD (Octamethylcyclotetrasiloxanel

SENSITIZATION:
No evidence of sensitization [Octamethylcyclotetrasiloxanej

ACMTE TOXICITY(LD50):
LDSO (Oral/Rat) : >Sg/kg [Octamethylcyclotetrasilexane]

ACUTE TOXICITY(LC50):
LC50(TInha lation/Rat) : >Sg/m3/Hr

D-31
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M=DM Os XI-06-0530085 5/7

PRODUCT NAM: KSG-17

[Octamethycyclotetrasiloxane3

SMBACVTZ TOXICITY:

Repeated imhalation or oral exposure of mice and rats to

octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane and decamethylcyclopentaniloxane

produced an increase in liver size. No gross histopathological
or significant clinical chemistry effects were observed.
An increase in liver metabolizing enzymes, as well as a transient

increase in the number of normal cells (hyperplasia) followed by
an increase in cell size (hypertrophy) were determined to be the

underlying causes of the liver enlargement. The biochemical
mechanisms producing these effects are highly sensitive in rodents,
while similar mechanisms in humans are insensitive.

CARCINOG=C=T:
NTP:Not listed, IARC:Not listed, OSHA REGULATED:Not listed

Negative (Bacteria) [Octamethylcyclotetrasiloxanel
RZPR3OCTIV EFFECT:

Octemetbylcyclotetrasiloxane aministered to rats by whole
body inhalation at concentrations of 500 and 700 ppm for

70 days prior to mating, through mating, gestation and

lactation resulted in decreases in live litter size.
Additionally, increases in the incidence of deliveries of

offspring extending over an unusually long time period
(dystocia) were observed at these concentrations.
Statiatically significant alterations in these parameters
were not observed in the lower concentrations evaluated

(300 and 70 ppm). In a previous range-finding study, rats
exposed to vapor concentrations of 700 ppm bad decreases

in the number of implantation sites and live litter size.

The significance of these findings to humans is not known.

TEATOGENIC EFFECT:
No teratogenic effects in the rats and rabbits

[octamethyleyclotetrasiloxane].

OTHER D33O MATION:
None

5UCT=O5 12. KCOLOGzCaL NOrMTIO1

BIODEGRADATION:
No information is available.

BIOACCDMMLATION:
Bioconcentration Factor(BCF) / (Fathead minnows) : 12400

fOctamethylcyclotetrasiloxane) .

AQUATIC TOZICITY:
No apparent toxicity for fish [Octamethylcyclotetraziloxanej

OTVoueIe eORcATION:

Vapor undergoes indirectly Photolysis in the troposphere.

D-32
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11DB NOt U-06-05300856 6/7

PRODUCT MM: KSG- 1.7

hCTI 13. DZEpWOaL CO33ZDVKT!N -

Can be burned in chemical incinerator equipped with
afterburner and scrubber but exert extra care in igniting
as this prod&ot is very flammable.

Do not dispose of the cmtied container unless the contents
have been completely removed and container has been flushed
with a clean neatral solvent and themn dried up.

Do not dispose the uztied container unlawfully.
Observe all federal, state, and local laws.

B3CTXZ 14. TRANMPOWT ZN7OBMAT

I'X IFORMATION>

ID No.:
UN 1993

CLASSIFICATION AND CLASS:
Flammale Liquids / Class 3.3

PACKAGING GROUP:
III

PROPER SHIPPING NAME:

Flammahle Liquids, N.O.S.
ThC1NICAL SHIPPING NAME:

Organosiloxane
MARINE POLLUTANT:

None
* . * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * *** *+ * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * *

DOT INFORMATION>

ID No. (49CFR 172.101):
UN 1993

HAZARD CLASS(49CFR 172.101):
3, Ylammable Liquid

PACKING GROUP (49CFR 172.101) :

PROPER SHIPPING AME(49CFR 172.101):
Flammable Liquids, N.O.S.

TECHNICAL SHIPPING NA1M:
Organosiloxane

DOT REPORTABLE QUATITY(49CFR 172.101, APP.)

HAZARD SUBSTANCE (S) ME / (CAS No.), C0NTENTS AND RQ
Not applicable

SRCTCM 15. RGULTORY NOMTIOM

TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL ACT (TSCA) STATUS:

Listed on the TSCA Inventory.

D-33
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KMI 90: l-06-05300856 7/7
PRODUCT NAME: KSG-17

* * * * e * * * * * . * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

MMOPEAN INVDNTORY OF EXISTING COWUGRCIAL CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES
(INECS) STATUS:

Listed on the lINECS.

L.AELING ACCORDING TO EC-REGULATIONS REQUIRED:
SYMBOL
R PHRASE (R-l) Flammable

(R-62) Possible risk of izpaired fertility.
S-PHRASE : (S-51) Use only in well-ventilated areas.
CONTAINS :Octathylcyclotetrasiloxane ca. 95%

- * * * * ** * * * * * * * **.**+ * ** * ** * * * ** *0 * *- * * * * *t*

SUPERFUND AMEWENTS AND REAUTHORIZAITION ACT OF 1986 (SARA)

TITLE III SECTION 313 SUPPLIER NOTIFICATION:
This regulation requires subission of anual reports of toxic
chemical (a) that appear in section 313 of the emergency planning
and comunity Right-To-Know Act of 1986 and 40 CPR 372.
This information must be included in all MSDS' s that are copied

and distributed for the mterial.

The toxic chemical(s) contained in this product are:

CHEMICAL NAME/(CAS No.) AND CONTENTS
* None **

* * * * * * ** * * * + * * * * +* **+* * ++** * * * * * * * * * ** ** *

CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65:
This regulation requires a warning for California Proposition 65 Chemical(s)
under the statute.
The California Proposition 65 Chemical(s) contained in this product are:

CHMICAL NAME/ (CAS No.) AND CONTENTS
** None **

S6CTION 16. OTSU DIG caTZON

For Industrial Use Only
* * * * ** ** * * * * 0 * * * ** ** ** ** * * * * * ** * * * * * * +* *

This materials safety data sheet is offered solely for your
information, consideration and investigation.
The data described in .this MSDS consist of data on literature,
our acquisitional data and analogical inference by data of

similar chemical substance or product.
Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd. provides no arranties, either
express or implied, and asues no responsibility for the

accuracy or completeness of the data contained herein.

D-34,
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Colleen Johansen

F- ,n: Colleen Johansen
Wednesday, April 23, 2003 9:32 AM

To: 'Takamas@mlac.com'; 'Natasha Chornomaz'; Tak Shimabukuro
Cc: Colleen Johansen
Subject: HAZ Load from Seattle, WA to Cleveland, OH

Good morning everyone.
This is the first update regarding Yokota Ref: B056-0001-511
The load was successfully transferred yesterday, Tuesday April 22, 2003, at approximately 1:30 pm
The ambient temperature on the dock was 52 degrees F.
The transload took approximately 30 minutes
The Linehaul refer unit was set at 25 degrees C (77 degrees F)
The Refer Trailer with the load was then transported from Seattle, WA to Portland, OR to Gulick Freight's terminal.
The monitoring of the unit is as follows:
The 7 pm reading last night was 78.5 degrees
The 7 am reading this moming Wednesday April 23, 2003 was still 78.5 degrees.
We will update you again later this afternoon.
The driver will be able to be dispatched tomorrow morning, Thursday April 24, 2003
He will continue, during transport, to record the refer temperature.
Thank you and have a good day.
Sincerely,

Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

PL ne 503-295-0852
. 503-248-0048

email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com

1
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Colleen Johansen

From: Tak Shimabukuro

Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2003 8:25 AM

To: Colleen Johansen

Subject: Seattle-Cleveland, OH/ Mr. Takama

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Flagged

Ms. Colleen,

Please closely monitor and daily update the location of this Urgent Critical Cargo
as per strong request of Mr. Takama. His cell phone number is (312) 865-8117;
in case of any delay, please advise him of the FACTS on this move.
In addition to his e-mail address, please keep above number for your reference.

Thank you for the great coordination to serve this customer!

Tak

Yokota Int'l / SSA
Mbl: (310) 418 4721

Fx: (310) 519 0715

4/23/2003
D-39



HAL Load trom Seattle, WA to Cleveland, OH

Colleen Johansen

From: Lee Johansen [johansen@gulicktrucking.com]

Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2003 12:41 PM

To: Colleen Johansen

Subject: FW: HAZ Load from Seattle, WA to Cleveland, OH

Status update at 1230 PM 4/23: Reefer set at 77 F, reading 77.5 F-Reefer fuel tank 3/4 full. Driver will leave
before noon tomorrow 4/24.

----- Original Message---
From: Lee Johansen [mailto:ljohansen@gulicktrucking.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2003 9:41 AM
To: 'Colleen Johansen'
Subject: RE: HAZ Load from Seattle, WA to Cleveland, OH

FYI-we are setting the Reefer unit on continuous while in the yard. The driver will change it back to cycle once
he picks it back up. The reason for that is if the reefer stops for any reason during cycle it won't restart itself. I am
not too concerned considering the outside temp but better safe than sorry. Our shop is also monitoring the unit
while it is here. Will have another update for you in about an hour.

--- Original Message-----
From: Colleen Johansen [mailto:CJohanse@yokotaintl.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2003 9:32 AM
To: Takamas@mlac.com; Natasha Chornomaz; Tak Shimabukuro
Cc: Colleen Johansen
Subject: HAZ Load from Seattle, WA to Cleveland, OH

Good morning everyone.
This is the first update regarding Yokota Ref: B056-0001-511
The load was successfully transferred yesterday, Tuesday April 22, 2003, at approximately 1:30 pm

The ambient temperature on the dock was 52 degrees F.
The transload took approximately 30 minutes
The Linehaul refer unit was set at 25 degrees C (77 degrees F)
The Refer Trailer with the load was then transported from Seattle, WA to Portland, OR to Gulick Freight's
terminal.
The monitoring of the unit is as follows:
The 7 pm reading last night was 78.5 degrees
The 7 am reading this morning Wednesday April 23, 2003 was still 78.5 degrees.

We will update you again later this afternoon.
The driver will be able to be dispatched tomorrow morning, Thursday April 24, 2003 .
He will continue, during transport, to record the refer temperature.
Thank you and have a good day.
Sincerely,

Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852

4/23/2003
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HAZ Load from Seattle, WA to Cleveland, OH

FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com

4/23/2003

Page 2 of 2
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Colleen Johansen

F,%m: Colleen Johansen
Wednesday, April 23, 2003 4:22 PM

To: 'Takamas@mlac.com'; 'Natasha Chornomaz'; Tak Shimabukuro
Cc: Colleen Johansen '
Subject: RE: HAZ Load from Seattle, WA to Cleveland, OH

Good evening
The condition of the load, as referenced by Yokota B056-0001-511, is as follows:
At 1600 hours ( 4 PM PDT) The refer trailer registered 77 degrees F. Refer is set at 77 degrees F
We will update you status in the morning and the driver will continue as he heads east.
Thank you all.
Sincerely,

Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852
FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com

--- Original Message-----
From: Colleen Johansen
Sent Wednesday, April 23, 2003 9:32 AM
To: Takamas@mlac.com'; 'Natasha Chornomaz'; Tak Shimabukuro
Cc: Colleen Johansen
Subject: HAZ Load from Seattle, WA to Cleveland, OH

Good morning everyone.
This is the first update regarding Yokota Ref: B056-0001-511
The load was successfully transferred yesterday, Tuesday April 22, 2003, at approximately 1:30 pm
The ambient temperature on the dock was 52 degrees F.
The transload took approximately 30 minutes
The Linehaul refer unit was set at 25 degrees C (77 degrees F)
The Refer Trailer with the load was then transported from Seattle, WA to Portland, OR to Gulick Freight's terminal.
The monitoring of the unit is as follows:
The 7 pm reading last night was 78.5 degrees
The 7 am reading this morning Wednesday April 23, 2003 was still 78.5 degrees.
We will update you again later this afternoon.
The driver will be able to be dispatched tomorrow moming, Thursday April 24, 2003 .
He will continue, during transport, to record the refer temperature.
Thank you and have a good day.
Sincerely,

Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852
FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com

1
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Message Page 1 of 2

Colleen Johansen

From: Lee Johansen [johansen@gulicktrucking.com]

Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2003 4:20'PM

To: Colleen Johansen
Subject: FW: HAZ Load from Seattle, WA to Cleveland, OH

-- Original Message----
From: Lee Johansen [mailto:ljohansen@gulicktrucking.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2003 1:10 PM
To: 'Colleen Johansen'
Subject: RE: HAZ Load from Seattle, WA to Cleveland, OH

Update: 4/23 at 1600 hours---------temp is 77 F---set at 77 F

Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852
FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com

-----Original Message-----
From: Lee Johansen [mailto:Ijohansen@gulicktrucking.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2003 12:41 PM
To: Colleen Johansen
Subject: FW: HAZ Load from Seattle, WA to Cleveland, OH

Status update at 1230 PM 4/23: Reefer set at 77 F, reading 77.5 F-Reefer fuel tank 3/4 full.
Driver will leave before noon tomorrow 4/24.

-----Original Message-----
From: Lee Johansen [mailto:Ijohansen@gulicktrucking.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2003 9:41 AM
To: 'Colleen Johansen'
Subject: RE: HAZ Load from Seattle, WA to Cleveland, OH

FYI-we are setting the Reefer unit on continuous while in the yard. The driver will change it back
to cycle once he picks it back up. The reason for that is if the reefer stops for any reason during
cycle it won't restart itself. I am not too concerned considering the outside temp but better safe
than sorry. Our shop is also monitoring the unit while it is here. Will have another update for you in
about an hour.

-----Original Message-----

4/23/2003
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Message (jJ' Page 2 of2

From: Colleen Johansen [mailto:CJohanse@yokotaintl.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2003 9:32 AM
To: Takamas@mlac.com; Natasha Chornomaz; Tak Shimabukuro
Cc: Colleen Johansen
Subject: HAZ Load from Seattle, WA to Cleveland, OH

Good morning everyone.
This is the first update regarding Yokota Ref: B056-0001-51 1
The load was successfully transferred yesterday, Tuesday April 22, 2003, at approximately
1:30 pm
The ambient temperature on the dock was 52 degrees F.
The transload took approximately 30 minutes
The Linehaul refer unit was set at 25 degrees C (77 degrees F)
The Refer Trailer with the load was then transported from Seattle, WA to Portland, OR to
Gulick Freight's terminal.
The monitoring of the unit is as follows:
The 7 pm reading last night was 78.5 degrees
The 7 am reading this moming Wednesday April 23, 2003 was still 78.5 degrees.
We will update you again later this afternoon.
The driver will be able to be dispatched tomorrow morning, Thursday April 24, 2003.
He will continue, during transport, to record the refer temperature.
Thank you and have a good day.
Sincerely,

Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852
FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl com

4/23/2003
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Folleen Johansen

re,: Colleen Johansen
Thursday, April 24, 2003 1:14 PM

o: 'Natasha Chomomaz'; 'Takamas@mlac.com'
'X: Tak Shimabukuro; Colleen Johansen
3ubject: RE: HAZ Load from Seattle, WA to Cleveland, OH

3ood afternoon all.
rhis is the update for the load headed to Cleveland, OH
kt 0700 today Thursday, April 24, 2003 the refer registered 77 degrees F
kt the time of dispatch shortly thereafter it still was registering 77 degrees F
s the driver checks in we will report time and temperature.

rhank You and have a good afternoon.

Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852
FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com

----Original Message---
From: Natasha Chomomaz [mailto:chomomaznamlac.com1
Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2003 12:57 PM
To: Colleen Johansen
Subject: RE: HAZ Load from Seattle, WA to Cleveland, OH

riello Colleen -

Could you please update me with the status? Thanks

Natasha

-----Original Message-----
From: Colleen Johansen [mailto:Oohanseavokotaint.coml
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2003 5:22 PM
To: Takamas@mlac.com; Natasha Chornomaz; Tak Shimabukuro
Cc: Colleen Johansen
Subject: RE: HAZ Load from Seattle, WA to Cleveland, OH

Good evening!
The condition of the load, as referenced by Yokota 8056-0001-511, is as follows:
At 1600 hours ( 4 PM PDT) The refer trailer registered 77 degrees F. Refer is set at 77 degrees F
We will update you status in the morning and the driver will continue as he heads east.
Thank you all.
Sincerely,

Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852
FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com

1
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----Original Message---
From: Colleen Johansen
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2003 9:32 AM
To: Takamas@mlac.com'; 'Natasha Chomomaz'; Tak Shimabukuro
Cc: Colleen Johansen
Subject: HAZ Load from Seattle, WA to Cleveland, OH

Good morning everyone.
This is the first update regarding Yokota Ref: B056-0001-511
The load was successfully transferred yesterday, Tuesday April 22, 2003, at approximately 1:30 pm
The ambient temperature on the dock was 52 degrees F.
The transload took approximately 30 minutes
The Linehaul refer unit was set at 25 degrees C (77 degrees F)
The Refer Trailer with the load was then transported from Seattle, WA to Portland, OR to Gulick Freight's
terminal.
The monitoring of the unit is as follows:
The 7 pm reading last night was 78.5 degrees
The 7 am reading this morning Wednesday April 23, 2003 was still 78.5 degrees.
We will update you again later this afternoon.
The driver will be able to be dispatched tomorrow morning, Thursday April 24, 2003 .
He will continue, during transport, to record the refer temperature.
Thank you and have a good day.
Sincerely,

Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852
FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com

2
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Temperature monitoring!

Colleen Johansen

From: Lee Johansen [ljohansen@gulicktrucking.com]

Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2003 2:02 PM

To: Colleen Johansen

Subject: RE: Temperature monitoring!

Bill Sheer Trc #112 TrIr#1 12A left the yard at 1355 4/24 headed for Mexico. Reefer set back to cycle at 77 F,
reading at 78.5 F.

----- Original Message-----
From: Colleen Johansen [mailto:CJohanse@yokotaintl.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2003 2:14 PM
To: Lee Johansen
Subject: Temperature monitoring!

Thanks for your good help as always. Would you be so kind as to provide me with a temp reading once or
twice a day?
As you can see there is great concem on the part of our customer.
Love u

Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852
FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com

4/24/2003
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Colleen Johansen

F--m: Colleen Johansen
Friday, April 25, 2003 10:04 AM

To: 'Takamas@mlac.com'; 'Natasha Chornomaz'; Tak Shimabukuro
Cc: Colleen Johansen -
Subject: Yokota Ref: B056-0001-511

Good morning everyone.

Here is the update as of 0915 today Friday April 25, 2003

Everything is looking good!

Have a good day all.

Bill Sheer Tractor # 112 is in Boise ld at 0915 4/25. Reefer set at 77 F Reads at 76F. 2027 miles to destination-on target
for Monday delivery.

Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852
FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com

1
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Ileen Johansen

M- Natasha Chornomaz [chornomazn@mlac.com]
t Friday, April 25, 2003 10:07 AM

Colleen Johansen
Ject: RE: Yokota Ref: B056-0001-511

olleen -

nks for the info!

asha

-----Original Message--
From: Colleen Johansen [mailto:CJohanse@yokotaintl.com]
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2003 11:04 AM
To: Takamas@mlac.com; Natasha Chornomaz; Tak Shimabukuro
Cc: Colleen Johansen
Subject: Yokota Ref: B056-0001-511

Good morning everyone.

Here is the update as of 0915 today Friday April 25, 2003

Everything is looking good!

Have a good day all.

Bill Sheer Tractor # 112 is in Boise Id at 0915 4/25. Reefer set at 77 F Reads at 76F. 2027 miles to destination-
n target for Monday delivery.

Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852
FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com

1
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Colleen Johansen

From: Colleen Johansen
Friday, April 25, 2003 1:11 PM
'Natasha Chornomaz'

Cc: Tak Shimabukuro; Colleen Johansen
Subject: RE: Yokota Ref: B056-0001-511

Yes. I did today and had to leave a message for Rosemary.
The driver has the number as well and I have asked the dispatcher to verify that a call was or has been made. As soon as
I know I will let you know.
Thanks much

Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852
FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com

---- Original Message--
From: Natasha Chomomaz [mailto:chomomaznbmlac.com
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2003 1:03 PM
To: Colleen Johansen
Subject: RE: Yokota Ref: B056-0001-511

Hi Colleen -

This is probably a silly question, but you have contacted Amware Distribution to let them know this is arriving Monday;
ight? Also, approximately what time on Monday are we looking at here? Morning? Afternoon?

Thanks

Natasha

----- Original Message-----
From: Colleen Johansen fmailto:Oohanseavokotaintl.com]
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2003 11:04 AM
To: Takamas@mlac.com; Natasha Chomrnomaz; Tak Shimabukuro
Cc: Colleen Johansen
Subject: Yokota Ref: B056-0001-511

Good morning everyone.

Here is the update as of 0915 today Friday April 25, 2003

Everything is looking good!

Have a good day all.

Bill Sheer Tractor # 112 is in Boise Id at 0915 4/25. Reefer set at 77 F Reads at 76F. 2027 miles to
destination-on target for Monday delivery.

Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

1
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Phone 503-295-0852
FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com

2
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Message

Colleen Johansen

From: Colleen Johansen

Sent: Friday, April 25, 2003 1:59 PM

To: Takamas@mlac.com'; 'Natasha Chomomaz'

Cc: Tak Shimabukuro; Colleen Johansen

Subject: Seattle to Cleveland Yokota Ref B056-0001-511

Good afternoon again all!
This is the most recent (just-received ) message from the driver.
He is making good time and has done all to complete a smooth transport.
He will update me over the weekend and I will email / phone all.

-----Original Message----
As of 1330 hrs 4/25 Bill is in Tremonton,Ut, approx1760 miles from destination. He will shut down for 8 hrs rest in
approx 30 minutes. Called and talked to receiving at 1330 hrs. Rcvg is 0800 to 1400 and he expects to fit in that
window. He has directions. Reefer set at 77F, reading 78F.

If you haven't given me your cell phones or the phone number at which you would like to be notified over the
weekend, please do so. I will follow your directions individually , depending upon what information, when and how
you indicate.

Sincerely,

Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852
FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com

4/25/2003
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Colleen Johansen

From: Colleen Johansen [c.johansen@attbi.com]

Sent: Saturday, April 26, 2003 6:18 PM

To: chomomazn@mlac.com; takamas@mlac.com; Tak Shimabukuro

Cc: Colleen Johansen

Subject: Seattle WA to Cleveland OH Yokota Ref:B056-0001-511

Good afternoon all!
I have received two update calls today from our driver with the HAZ load to Amware in Cleveland . At 4:15 PDT
he was in Big Springs NE. His refer temp was set at 77 and was registering 75 degrees F. ALL IS WELL. His
ETA remains Monday April 28, 2003. He will update me again tomorrow and I will do the same for all of you.
Sincerely,
Colleen Johansen
Yokota International, Inc

p.s. Hope you are all having a good weekend.

4/28/2003
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Colleen Johansen

From: S.Takama Itakamas@mlac.com]

Sent: Saturday, April 26, 2003 8:04 PM

To: 'Colleen Johansen'; chornomazn@mlac.com; Tak Shimabukuro

Cc: Colleen Johansen

Subject: RE: Seattle WA to Cleveland OH Yokota Ref-B056-0001-511

Dear Colleen,

Thank you for your update. Have a good night!

Regards
S.Takama

--- Original Message---
From: Colleen Johansen [mailto:c.johansen@attbi.com]
Sent: Saturday, April 26, 2003 9:18 PM
To: chornomazn@mlac.com; takamas@mlac.com; tshimabu@yokotaintl.com
Cc: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com
Subject: Seattle WA to Cleveland OH Yokota Ref:B056-0001-511

Good afternoon all!
I have received two update calls today from our driver with the HAZ load to Amware in Cleveland . At 4:15
PDT he was in Big Springs NE. His refer temp was set at 77 and was registering 75 degrees F. ALL IS
WELL. His ETA remains Monday April 28, 2003. He will update me again tomorrow and I will do the same
for all of you.
Sincerely,
Colleen Johansen
Yokota International, Inc

p.s. Hope you are all having a good weekend.

4/28/2003
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Colleen Johansen

From: Colleen Johansen
'nt: Monday, April 28, 2003 8:46 AM

.J: 'Takamas@mlac.com'; 'Natasha Chornomaz'
Cc: Tak Shimabukuro; Colleen Johansen
Subject: Update B056-0001-511

Good morning everyone!
At 0810 this morning our driver headed to Cleveland, OH was 20 miles from his exit for delivery.
He had already made contact with the consignee and has been given a NOON appointment for delivery.
At this time EVERYTHING IS LOOKING VERY GOOD.
Thank you for the opportunity to work with you. We look forward to helping you again in the near future.
Sincerely,

Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852
FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com

1
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Colleen Johansen

From: Colleen Johansen
Monday, April 28, 2003 11:45 AM
'Lee Johansen'

Cc: Colleen Johansen; Tak Shimabukuro
Subject: Diversion

This is confirm that the diversion charge for the Cleveland HAZ load will be paid at the rate of $ 50.00
And I understand that the ambient temperature at the dock in Cleveland is 72 degrees F and the refer is still set at
77 degrees F.
Please extend our THANKS TO BILL SHEER FOR A JOB VERY WELL DONE!

Thank you very much.

Colleen Johansen
Yokota Intemational Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852
FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com

1
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Colleen Johansen

From: Colleen Johansen
Monday, April 28, 2003 11:53 AM

_ 'Takamas@mlac.com'; 'Natasha Chomomaz'; Tak Shimabukuro
Cc: Colleen Johansen
Subject: Diversion for 1056-0001-511

Please be advised that the CHARGE FOR THE DIVERSION IS $50.00 per our carrier.
This is the minimum amount.
Thank you all.
Sincerely,

Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852
FAX - 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com

1
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Colleen Johansen

From: Colleen Johansen
,mt: Monday, April 28, 2003 11:45 AM

. 0: 'Lee Johansen'
Cc: Colleen Johansen; Tak Shimabukuro
Subject: Diversion

This is confirm that the diversion charge for the Cleveland HAZ load will be paid at the rate of $ 50.00
And I understand that the ambient temperature at the dock in Cleveland is 72 degrees F and the refer is still set at
77 degrees F.
Please extend our THANKS TO BILL SHEER FOR A JOB VERY WELL DONE!

Thank you very much.

Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852
FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com

1
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olleen Johansen

rom: Natasha Chomomaz [chomomazn@mlac.com]
Tuesday, April 29, 2003 1:44 PM
Colleen Johansen

ubject: RE: Diversion

i Colleen -

es, we will accept the diversion fee.

atasha

---- Original Message----
From: Colleen Johansen [mailto:CJohanse@yokotaintl.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2003 2:35 PM
To: Natasha Chornomaz
Subject: RE: Diversion

P>S> Did you get Mr. Takama's approval on the $50.00 for the diversion????

Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852
FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com

---- Original Message-
From: Natasha Chomomaz [mailto:chornomazn@mlac.com1
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2003 1:27 PM
To: Colleen Johansen
Subject: RE: Diversion

Hello Colleen -

Thanks for the info and all your help. I hope that this is all I'll need! I'll be looking for the fax.

Best regards

Natasha

----- Original Message--
From: Colleen Johansen rmailto:CJohanse(yokotaintl.com1
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2003 2:21 PM
To: Natasha Chornomaz
Subject: RE: Diversion

Good afternoon Natasha.
I am calling the carrier/ dispatcher right now!
I understand that We do have the hard copy. And I will fax it to you shortly. The actual time of unload
was approximately
2 pm when the driver got to the diversion address. As we all knew he was at the delivery appointment
of NOON originally given by AMWARE but then was directed to a separate facility for ultimate
delivery.
Please let me know if I may do more.

Thank you.

1
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Colleen Johansen

From: Colleen Johansen
t: Monday, April 28, 2003 10:14 AM

'Takamas@mlac.com'; 'Natasha Chornomaz'; Tak Shimabukuro
Cc: Colleen Johansen
Subject: Diversion

Good morning again everyone.
Our Driver checked in again at 0945 this morning April 28, 2003
At the time of offering the cargo for delivery, the folks at Amware Distribution determined that they did not want the cargo
at that location. They have redirected the driver to their other facility located near the airport in Cleveland. This is the
opposite side of town. The driver expected that the travel time would be about 30-45 minutes. He will advise when he is
empty at the new location.
If you have any questions please feel free to call.
Sincerely,

CoIleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852
FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com
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Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852
FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com

-----Original Message----
From: Natasha Chomrnomaz [mailto:chomomazndmlac.com1
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2003 11:56 AM
To: Colleen Johansen
Subject: RE: Diversion

Hello Colleen -

My customer called looking for a POD with an exact time of delivery on it. Do you have one, and if
you do could you please fax it to me? My fax is 630 350 2878.

Thanks and best regards

Natasha

-----Original Message---
From: Colleen Johansen rmailto:CJohanse@yokotaintl.com]
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2003 11:14 AM
To: Takamas@mlac.com; Natasha Chornomaz; Tak Shimabukuro
Cc: Colleen Johansen
Subject: Diversion

Good morning again everyone.
Our Driver checked in again at 0945 this morning April 28, 2003
At the time of offering the cargo for delivery, the folks at Amware Distribution determined
that they did not want the cargo at that location. They have redirected the driver to their
other facility located near the airport in Cleveland. This is the opposite side of town. The
driver expected that the travel time would be about 30-45 minutes. He will advise when he
is empty at the new location.
If you have any questions please feel free to call.
Sincerely,

Colleen Johansen
Yokota International Inc
3556 N W Front Avenue Suite 380
Portland, OR 97210

Phone 503-295-0852
FAX 503-248-0048
email: cjohanse@yokotaintl.com
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VESSEL ARRIVAL INFORMATION

E-1

AGENT: TRANSMARINE NAVIGATION CORPORATION

VESSEL: [#Error
ETA P/S:
ANCHOR:

LAUNCH HIRE:

LAUNCH LOCATION:

BERTH:

LAST PORT:

NEXT PORT:

OWNER/OPERATOR: #Error

VISA CREW LIST: 1
CREW NATIONALITY:1
REMARKS:



DELIVERY CERTIFICATE

#Error

#Error

INTERMEDIATE FUEL OIL:

MARINE DIESEL OIL

MT

MT

error

INTERMEDIATE FUEL OIL:

MARINE DIESEL OIL

MT

MT

THIS CERTIFICATE IS
TERMS, CONDITIONS

SURVEYOR

SIGNED WITHOUT PREJUDICE AND IS SUBJECT TO ALL
AND EXCEPTIONS OF THE GOVERNING CHARTER

MASTER

#Error

CHIEF ENGINEER

#Error

TRANSMARINE NAVIGATION CORPORATION

'I AGENTS FOR

#Error



LETTER OF AUTHORIZATION

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN, I MASTER OF THE MN CYNTHIA CROWN HEREBY
AUTHORIZE MY AGENTS, TRANSMARINE NAVIGATION CORPORATION, TO SIGN
NOTICE OF READINESS, BILLS OF LADING AND ANY OTHER RELATED
DOCUMENTS FOR ALL CARGO RECEIVED ON BOARD MY VESSEL FOR
SHIPMENT TO ALL PORTS OF DESTINATION AND TO USE FOR THAT PURPOSE
THEIR USUAL BILL OF LADING FORMS WHICH THEY CURRENTLY USE. SUCH
BILLS OF LADING ARE TO BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MATE'S RECEIPT AND
ALL OTHER TERMS, EXCEPTIONS AND CONDITIONS OF THE GOVERNING
CHARTER PARTY.

MASTER MN CYNTHIA CROWN

APR 24, 2003

E-3
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CERTrICATE OF READINESS
- OF

NATIONAL CARGO BUREAU, INC.

No. Port

This is to Certify, thar the

of net tons, built at ______OMEN*..

is Master

and now lying at

is passd to load as foLlows:

GENERAL CARGO - Holds Nos.

BULK GRAIN - (Pull Eolds) Nos.

(Pan Molds) Noa.

Othcr BULK CARGOES (Identify Cargo)

HOLDS Nos.
said holds having been prpared in acorda=ce with the Regulatons of the Unitad Stas Coast Gurd an -, Cod
of Fedca1 Regulations so far as applicable, and in accordance with the rcommcndations of Natiooal cargo B=rau,
Inc.

THIS CERTMhICATE VALID AT PORT OF ISSUANCE ONLY

TMS CZRTTFICEA IS NT A FORM OF INSRANCE, OR GtiARAMTEE, AND IS IMMD ON TH FOLLOWING TERM-i AND CONDrrrONZ
This Califm& nd prfolaxnu of =avic=i by N&60o&al Cuvgo BurMU ("?(~') fw aL in on Wy b a cmd to boa ropos10n0a., no==t or warrany of
Mauior"hiaa,. qUalty or fiwas EW a paeisiar ume or umrvice, of 4aW vWsX, comaiw-. caro. AcctwU, iwm o IasictiAl, or quipr mr NC al o ha

UakAo for. od th.any to Lbz W3 C=%=isicn inumd axrc to mnaify nd:hid NC harmicau from and agaiot a=y and a "- caia, dnma---. acion
fardanaiga indaung lcgal ib=, to perou nndor propzy which mAy be bmgagaaat JNCS icidem to, Aisit out . r in =oa.eaaoa with the servicca

to be performd herdrAwi, exc-pt far tho.. cimid asm.m 14Yely by the WgjiWi ac NC3, NC owil bo dicioai bom z liability for aeg1ocat
pwfa-mac or za wzmm 9S my acmrics ia covnci with imaM.CO of twia CeaifO atc uJCS the =mn is diWxvvesa prior to lad is ciaimad ;a Writimc

mpa to NC within 110 daya and 1tigm ion a commcon wiLhin ao yoar afr pararman.e of ur-vy cwvic. THE COMZNED LIA=.UlrY .O *4CR,
InS OFnCt"RS, EMPbLOYES, AGZNTS oK SUCmr1rxACToTRS 1 ANY LCS. CLA2, OK DAMAGE ARISL'G PZWM NEGLIGENT

7FoMRMAM Ol 1oN.?PzFOWANCE OF ANT SE=V=CES v CO NECr2N WTTR THE MUANC osTIS C .CATE OR mOM
3REACH OF ANY WOLIZZ o 91CSS W.RRArrY OF WOtIMANL= PERJDMANCE. OR ANY CTMER RIASON, SHALL NOT
E%"= Dq THE AGGREGATE $18,0M0. IN No EVNr SNALL NCR RE I:UAULE FOX ANY CONSEQETL DAMAGI'Z, 0CLUDINC, BUT
WTrMOUT LLMMATIOt, DELAY, DETE tON. LOSS OF U5L, OR CU5TOMARY FORT CRARCES TO THE rAr'y TO WUOM TMS
CORTIFICATE 15 LUED OR TO ANY CMIR PESON, COWPORATION OR BUSNES ZNTIrY FOR WRHa 3WEFD T2115 CZRTD'rCATx
MAY Ml LStIED.

AGENT____________DATE____________

OE.ATOR _ _-_-

Yor

E-4
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U a. DEPtJ4TMENT OF ACR1CULTUR.
GRAIN INSPInCTON, PACKERSAUD STOCKYARDS A&MUNISTRA(ION

II- DERAL GIA*N IH5PFCT77N IC(V CE -

STOWAGE EXAMINATION WORKSHEET C2RT
MOT: TkIS IS gOT AN OjFrFCAL CLRTIW1CATE OF INSPnCTION

MDEN FICATTON DATE

LOCATION 'tP

S GE SPACE E NED

-- f -

UGU1NAL

FATE~NO.

OFINSPECT0N

SUBUCU-NT I PREVIOUS LoC-nON.

*DA=D -

TIME COPMPLET

UGSA 1AMA

(Stawage spar-) =*mined an the aoove daw and found to bQ suostantfly -ean, dry, free oi sCn fess scn. 3nd sut ne to maintain the
Ixquality of the grmin.,

L (S1 wae sPace) examineii cn the above date -nd found not suitable t. maintain the qusfty of the grain," btue cf

REMARKS

NA OF APTPUCAIJ TIME
FRCM: TO:

SIGNAT URE OF INSPECTOR($)

STAN05Y REMARS -

TRAVEL REMARKS

MMLEAGE RE--AR=

REG &AM/m N SPM/MAM SAT/SUN OT HOUDAY

GZ13 G214 LG215 j G21I

TRAVEL MOURS

REG 6AM/6PM NON 6?I5AM SATISUNICT HNJDAy

G - 14 G216

FWeS FORI 85W (AUG 961

E-5



NOTICE OF READINESS

This letter will serve
Columbia River Pilot

notice that the above mentioned vessel has arrived at the
Station at W hrs, on

Vessel has been entered with U.S. Customs and has received certiflcates of
readiness for loading cargo of wheat as follows:

National Cargo Bureau: hrs, on

Federal Grain Servce: hrs, on

Laytime to commence as per governing Charter Party,

This document and accompanying- certficates of readiness were presented and
tendered at the offlces of the- above mentioned Suppliers at

11 hrs, on

E-6
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NOTICE OF READINESSp

This letter will serve
Columbia RPver Pilot

notice that tie above mentioned vessel has arrived at the
Station at W hrs, on

Vessel has been entered with U.S. Customs and has received certificates of
readiness for loading cargo of wheat as follows:

National Caro Bureau: hirs, on

Federal Grain Service: h rs, on

Laytime to commence as per governing Charter Party.

faster

This document and accompanying certificates of readiness were presented and
tendered at the oflces of the above mentioned Suppliers at

AW _hrs., on

E-7
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EXjP2)PL
UNTE STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

FEDERAL GRAIN INSPECTION SERVICE
U.S. GRAIN STANDARDS ACT

OFFICIAL GRAIN WEIGHT CERTIFICATE

ISSUED AT

APPROVED OMB NO. 0580-0013

DIVIDED LOT - ORIGINAL
NOT NEGOTIABLE

DATE OF SERVICE
I certify that I am licensed or autnonzec under the United States Grain Stanoards Ac- (7 U.S.C. 71 et secJ to weign the kind of grain covered by this
certificate and that on tne aoove date me ioilowing ioentifieo grain was weignec under tme Act wif1fIfe-foliowing results:

identificaton of Carrier Kino of Grain Location of Grain

Net Weight Divided Ipoundsj

This grain was officady wegned as an undiviced Jot of PoundS.

No Dar of me lor was ofrCIIky wegned as a seoarate unit.

Remarns and Stowage
Bold Nos. 1 S3, 5.

This cwktifis l5sWued un c Mthorit of the United States Grain Standards Act. as amended (7 U.S.C. 71 et sec.J. and the reguataons theeunder (7 CFR 800.0 et sgJ It is
issud to show the kind. class. grade. quaty, condtion. or quantity of grain, or the condition of a carner oc contaner tor the storage or traNstiqtation of grain, or other tacU reating to

as deurnuled by Officl5 Pers'nnl. The statlemens On the certificate are considered true at the time ano place the inspection or weighing service was performed. The certificate
is not cnsdered representaive of the bat if e grain is transshipped or is otherwise transferred, from the identfied carrier or container or if grain or other material is added to or
P-'ved from the total lot. If this certificate is not cancaled by a supierseding certficate, it is receivable by aM officers and all courtz of the United States as pima facie evidence of the

f 1* faWta stated therein. This crtificate does not ax"isa failure to comply with the provisions of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, or other Federal law.
'~. .~4ING. Aiper 'o shI kungly falsdal e. ivit. aLar, forqe, or xaerfar tis crdfme. or parapare m any sudi ois . or oduwwise wime prowwmr iw the U.S. Gn Snidarrds Aa,

MCw U-. 1 u e Aa, or rae Feurdo Lamu is sbjte to rs.enaL, dI, .d awusuwmpeiaka.
zad The liantin of pasormd aida-the g rquLions govemng sud: sericer shall be accompUshads wihoiu dx crim = to n= calk, relgio, s, national orilix,agc, or banday.

EXPORT

E-8
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07/14/2003

47-

13:34

I cwrly vm, I wn iwuW or aumariznd urtder me Unaed Saes Grain Standards Act (7 U.S.C. 71 et sea. in mnwpt the kind @f gran M brd yn
cartifwa and thtI an vw abm dat e flowing idemnfied grain wa6 inspeed unur t Act, wiv feOowing rmtz:

Enu~ Appeal &Mvw~fApez/
npdin Reinspean tn nsp con n

QLUAN7I7Y (Mit z NOT e Wuight Carfcae

LOC4A7 O !OEN77RCA T70N OF CARRiER

GRA0E ANA KIND i ==a= umr a* Omiauw wmm xaaim or me unlde' Ssnw

v-S. NO. 2 or betz= Nor:e= Spr..g wheam, Dockage 1.0%
;esz weit per binshel GO.4 ?oumxis; Mismuza 12.4%; Reac-damaged karels
0 .Ok; r-amaged kernels (ta)0. .3t; Torei4gn material 0 .2*; Shruurucez azrd

broken kere. 2.94; D -::s (total) 2'4k; Contrascing classes 0.31; Wheat
o czae= classes (tozal) 3-; ta-k, ha=d!, and vic_ s ke.nels 70%.

STOWAGCE

Scld NOS . !, 3, S .

AEAAKS

rhm n wm affl1ey Inspec cm an un
wco ooitoy kwpectwd = a'sepwat unit.

Przzein 14.4*, 12% moism:re basis. Dama
o:. sz:out damaged kene Is .
Sul:Ct protein results -ar=e f:om 12.B%

APPYAL NO W& i guy f~AA7r

This cwillc a ms uner Me riuui of 7d UeAr SO= Grwn Smnd6a3 AC. a Wmnded 17 U.S.C. 71 .,J, pn4 f" gUI II'd 7 CM 80.0 gje-3 is
i=ULd M VO Wfe kind, 0s38 gree, Gualile corvidin, or qu ryTv of grain, or me cIUi of 8 ma Ut isctan somg or wampraSmof of aiPn, orw mm PR61il M

groi a dmn'iinoe y f5isi pwmin. The =mMW= n Wo cwltwa an cuneird Iw at me fntm and oIssI e imiwucm a wwig'i q wmis wo marfa T. TS CdN-N
ie uiei cmnidbq reprmenmuve of tie i t 'm e gvuiii Is vrassipiad 5'rI iWUes UransWVn fVrm 1Wr iaGended -cai colmmilar r U'I1 ait 0r onu erti 'de e U r

m -'0' kwe 4ft W if lie ctdficase is not cciatee by a vpartedit Mam it is m iva e bw 10 Wfficer 04d a a me Ut Sw S a prim ts Wc of ie
UVI wo N= snuI Owei. This aerasfem do" Awt amSS iars to caomy wih V. proviakn of to FWr Food, Druu, aw Cowmee Ae., or miN Fedal LAm.

wAam4G; Any .wPmw *am wwwonryAimmfy'nmms, Ae,' , f.ny, ' AnrE dEf*k r ,a he calwgrolow -I w M~nv
=. 21S3hbMM Act Me Is.LL WWM Act ar - - 10 - isamolw t o =Wbxt dWE. .d =an*iW pcMMiOM

~ EXPORT

E-9
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BALTIMORE FORM C 1994 Yod-Antwap Rules

BERTE T'ERM GRAIN BILL O LADING
SIIIPPED in apparent good order and condition by n board tlie good ship or motor
vessel called the M/X Mw ag now lying il tie Port of nil hound for

,SAIl) TO BE: U.S. NO. 2 OR BEITER NORTITERN SPRING WhIEAT IN BULK
lieing marketi and numbered as herein, and to he delivered in like order anti condition at (lie aforesaid Port of DISCIHARGE,
CONSIGNEE:
NOTIF~Y:

or his or their Assigns, he or tey paying freight for said go at the rate
QUANTITY, DESCRl1l''ION AND STOWAGE:
COMMODITY: SAID TO 1W: U.S. NO.2 OR BE'ITER NORThIERN SPRING WIIEAT IN BULK
QUANTITY: SAIl) TO WEIG I:

EQUIVALENT'TO:

STOWAGE: HOLD NOS. 1,3,5. ORIGINAL
CLEAN ON IIOARD:
DATE:

These co'mmdities, technology or software were in accordance with the Export Administration Regulations.
Diversion contrary to U.S. law prohibited. All terns, conditions, liherties, exceptions, clauses and ar-itration clauses of the Charter Party (lated Jnuary 21,
2002 ani addenda thereto to he considered as fully incorporated herein as if fully written.

I. 'lbis Bill of Lading siall have elTect subject to the pauvisions oltheCaniage of Gxds by Sea Act of the I Jnted States appirved April 16, 1936, which shall bedetnned to be
incorporated herein, aid nothing hcacin containmi shall be deemed a sunnder by the canier of any of its rights or inununities or an incease of any of its responsibilities or liabilities uinder said
Act. If any tem of this Bill of Lading be repugnant to said Act to any extait, such tenn shall be void to that extent but no Raither.

2. Each Bill of Lading covering the hold or holds etainerated lietein to bear its pimpottion of shonage ant/or danage if any incridl.
3. Shipper's weight, quantity and q1uality unknown.
4. It is also nuitually agremed that the canier shall not be liable for loss or damage occasioned by causes beyond his coniml, by the perils of the seas or otherwaters, by fiir iom

any cause wheresoeverocutring, by han-aty of the nmster or crew, by enanics, piiates or robbeis, by anests aLd straint of PIinces, milers or people, by explosion, btusting ofboilets, bzeakage
of slhafs or any latent defect in hull, machiily or appitenauce, by collisions, sinukding or other accidents of navigation of whatsoever kind (even when occasiontul by the negligence, debiult or

c-- injudgient, of tie pilot, master, manners, orother serviuits of the ship owner, not nsulting, however, in any case, fin want of due ldCligece by the ownets of the ship or any of tiin, or
Ship's I lushbuid or Miuger).

5. Geneid Avrauge shall be payable accoiding to de Yoik/Antwap Rules 1994. Avenage Bond with vailne dechued thlaein to be signet, also suflicient secrity to be given as
requitsAl by Master or Agents. If te owner siall have exeicisl tdie diligence to nake the Steamer in all nspects seawotl iy amid to have her pmpedly nauxtL, eqtipped ani supplidl, it is hereby
agned that in case ofdanger, ditnuinge ordisaster, msulting iomz faults or enuis itl navigation, or in the ninigeinot of ithe steaniur, or fnim any latent defect inl the steauer, her nachiney or

apptutennceS, or fmnmit unsenwozMhizess, whtetl r existing at tie tinie ofshipment or at die beginning of the voyage (pa wided the latent delict or the tuseawrthiness was not discoverble by the
exchuise of due diligence), the consignees or owners of the cago shall, nevetheless pay sadvage, and any special chaiues imctinul in nzpeet of the caugo, and shall contribute with the shipowner
in Geneial Average to the paynetil of uty sacrifices, losscN or expenses of a Geneil Avenige INttue tiat tny he 11ade or inciunl fOr the coonn mn benefit, or to relieve the adventue fium aly
conunon peril, all with the same fine and ert, and to the mne extent, as if such tdiger, dkiuage or disaster Ihld not exsultxl n, or been occasioitu by inilts or ennis in navigation or in die

nausigenent of the vessel, or any latent defixt orunseriwohiltiness.
6. New Jason Chuise: WheA the atijustment is niade in accondance with the law tud practice of the I Initel States of Ai neica, the following clause shall apply:-"ii the event of

accident, danger, datuage or disaster bein: or after the co(mnmn LInent of the voyage, ieslting hum any cause whatsoever, wh ether due to negligence or not, for which, or for die consequence
of which, the canier is not responsible, by statute, coniuct or od teawise, the goods, shippers, consignees or owners of the goods sill contiibute widi the canier in geneia avage to die payn lent

of any sacifices, losses or expenses ofa gotenel aveage nature that may be nude or incunil, and shall pay salvage amd special charges inctuned in mspect of tie goxds."

"If a salving ship is owned or operted by the canier, salvage shall be paid for as flilly as iflhe said salving ship or ships belonged to stangers. Such deposit as the camieror his

agents nmay deen sutflicient to cover the estimated contiihution of the goods si mudty salvage anI special cluuges theteon siall, if inluin., be nuate by the goods, shipper's, consignees orowners
of the goods to die catnier hefote delivery."

7. Both to Blame Collision Clause: If ihe liability for any collision in which the vessel is involved while peftinning this bill of ladine fails to t fitnnniI i~

laws of the U nited States of Amezica, lie followinL' :Lm ,.,,. 'a. -

F-10



U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMA . - U.S. CENSUS suREAU - Economics and Statistics Administra' SUMEAU OF EXPORT AwMIrsTTiATiON

FoRM 7525-V t7-2s-1000 SHIPPER'S EXPORT DECLARAI. . OMB Nn-i'J-J7 .

Ia. U.S. PRINCIPAL PARTY IN INTEREST (USPP (Complter name and address)

ZIP CODE
97204

2. DATE OF EXPORTATION 3. TRANSPTATION REFERE NO.

b. USPPI EIN RIRSI OR 10 NO. r. PAR TIES TO TRANSACTION

Related iNorelated

b. iNTE:MED)IA 'E C)N-S GN4E lCornlete name ;d adre-SVI---

5. FORWARDING AGENT iCamolere name wo aodress)

6. POINT (S-tATEj 'jGN OR FTZ NO. 7. COUNTRY OF ULTIMATE DESTINATION

8. LOADING P'E3 ivessei onivi 9. METHOO OF TRANSPORTATION Saecivi 14. CARRIER IDENTIFICA lION CODE 15. SHIPMENT RE.ERENCE NO.

10. (XPO RR( 1. ORT OF --:(rOnT 16. ENTRY NUMBEr- 17. HAZARUOUS MAIERIALS

(ps f.No
12. =OnT CF JNLPADING Verse, .no apr mv: T. NN AINEIZD tVessei omTv: 18. N SUND :CCE 10. t FT R E*POJ T 7RANSAC7ION

'les X *10Ve .i.N

. SCHEn-ULE 3 2ES01PTION OF Y0VALUE (U.S. doilais.
/N/PRODUC7 NUMEE7/ omiinosi

FI .. . -, ... UANTITY - :oG EGT 'ECE TITLE .ESilin ance or st it,10[
1SCHEDULE UK-- -EULE 3 UNITIS (.orrznS sold)

_______________IM 2: 2I 25

1~

27. LICENSE "JO.LCSNSE E'XCETfCI SO1.UL AUlftOflZAICN

NLR

THESEiE MMCOM TES1 TECHNOLOGY OR SOFiWARE WERE
FROM THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IN ACCORDANCE
ADMWSTRAT1ON REG LONS. DES0N CONTRARY T
PHOHEIE

1 ;8. ECC' l er refited) I

29. Duty authorizea oflicer or emmtovee i e s'u a auttiorites tie forwarOer named oo
to sct as fniwarninto xqent for export otitrot inn
customs our ooses.

30. I certify that sit statements mans and aid -nforunatton CoNitainetd tIewein are true and correct and that I have
reat and uncerstand the instructions for 2roemration of 111is niOmm. set forth in the 'Correct Way to
Fill Out the Shipper's Exrt Deciarntion.' I uinerstaino tItat -nni aio criinenal venalties. including
forfeiture ano sad.. may be imooxto for maminq i ise or frauOuienil statementS herein. tasing to orovid,
the rwouestau intormation or for -notation of U.S. ljws on ieoortaion 113 U.S.C. Sec. 305: 22 U.S.C. Sec.
A101 is U.S.C. sec. S S,O U.S.C. Apo. 410.

Signatura w.aii.. - so6 sx,. , ws e.. s..w. i. *
mvad Caii@wceatt3U.LS.C. =11 IWLt

1.118 
Fxre sm.......v owpmd e w -v- oe.r US. C....m s

Date

i eischone No. lindluda Area Code) E -masil woress

EXPORT
TH THE 9ORI

DU.S.LAW

This form may be orinted by private parties provided it conforms to the official form. For sale by the Suoerintendent of Docujments.
Government Printing Offics. Washington, DC :042. and focal Customs District Directors. The "Correct Vay to Fil Out the Shipper's
Export Declaration s available from the U.S. Census Bureau, Washington, DC 20233.
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CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN
FOR GENERAL USE AND FOR THE FOLLOWING COUNTRIES

AUSTRIA BRAZIL COLUMBIA EGYPT ERITREA FINLAND GERMANY (WESTERN) GREECE INDIA IRAN
ITALY LEBANON MALAYSIA REPUBLIC OF KOREA REPUBLIC OF SIGNAPORE NETHERLANDS SAUDI

.,, undersigned
(Owner or Agent, or Co)

for
(Name and Address of Shipper

that the following mentioned goods shipped on MN CYNTHIA CROWN
(Name of Ship)

on the date 2003 consigned to

are the products of the United States of America

No. of pkgs.
Marks and numbers

Weight in Kilos
Boxes or cases

STATE OF

COUNTY OF

Sworn to before me

day of 2003
(Signature of Owner or Agent

Before me, Notary Public,
Personally appeare , personally known to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person whose
name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same in his authorized capacity, and that by

his signature on the instrument the person or the entity upon behalf of which the person acted, executed the instrument.

WITNESS my hand and official seal.

The

a recognized Chamber of Commerce under the laws of the State of has examined the
nan- 'facturer's invoice of shipper's affidavit concerning the origin of the merchandise and, according to ghe best of its knowledge and belief,

fi at the products named originated in the United States of North America.

Secretary

E-12
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Wn nmmy - In c e iamuwel am w4own is a .3 (7 FR M)
uPOW STArTC5 05ATWNT OF AMICUt tiuRE

AMMAL A00 V.At? HEALh W$PECT1OM SERIICE
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Arrival [i Departure

1. Name of Ship

MN CYNTHIA CROWN

3. Nationality of Ship

PHILIPPINES

4. Name of Master

NOE S. JORIZA

2. Port where report is made (not required by United States)

I I
5a. Port of Loading 5b. Port of Discharge

________________- zi I t 1

Shipper (SH); Consignee (CO); Notify address (NF
6. Marks and Nrs (MN)
Container Nrs. (CN)
Seal Nrs. (SN)

7. Number and Kind of packages; Description of goods
(Answer Col. 8 OR Col. 9)

B. Gross Weight 9. Measurement
(lb. or Kg.) |(per TSUS)

-vr-rMMn11 vo UMse I" illa

UNTED STATES CUSTO HVICE
Form Approved

CARGO DECLARATION oMa No. 151-0078

(Oath to be taken on Customs Form 1300)
19 CFR Part 4

Final destinalkon (not required by
u sj.

THIS COLUMN FOR

Dale o sailing fromi pod or loading

U.S. CUSTOMS USE ONLYB/L Nr.
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1200 NW NAITO PARKWAY, SUITE 390
PORTLAND, OR 97209

PHONE
FAX
EMAIL

503 242-3864
503 241-4075
portland @rmatnnedcom

STATEMENT OF FACTS
VESSEL: MN CYNTHIA CROWN
VOYAGE: 61
IWASTER: NOE S. JORIZA
REGISTERED NET TONS: 8,741
REGISTERED GROSS TONS: 14,431
DEADWEIGHT: 23,716
LOA: 150O5
PRINCIPAL: DOWA LINE COMPANY, LTD.
CHARTERERS: VOX TRADING, USA
AGENTS: TRANSMARINE NAVIGATION- CORPORAT
LAST PORT: KOBE, Japan
NEXT PORT: CHIBA, Japan
CARGO DESTINATION Japan
BERTH: UNITED HARVEST VANCOUVER
C0"GO: US WHEAT IN BULK

PRESENTED: 24 APRIL 2003 1445 HRS
3R ACCEPTED: 24 APRIL 2003 1445 HRS

Page 1
TERMS, CONDITIONS AND EXCEPTIONS OF THE GOVERNING CHARTER PARTY APPLY.
ARRIVAL CONDITIONS BUNKERS RECEIVED DEPARTURE CONDTONS

F.O.
D.O.

F.W.
FWD DRAFT:
AFT DRAFT:

REMARKS:

224.59

31.79
MT
MT

F.O.
D.O.

MT
MT

206.00 MT
3.72
5.91

M
M

F.O.
D.O.
F.W.
FWD DRAFT:
AFT DRAFT:

EXENO AGENCY MASTER
MN CYNTHIA CROWN

TRANSMARINE NAVIGATION
CORPORATION AS AGENTS

p-15

MT
MT
MT
M
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1200 NW NAITO PARKWAY, SUFTE 390
PORTLAND, OR 97209

PHONE 503 242-3864

FAX 503 241-4075
EMAIL portland @transmarine.com

MN CYNTHIA CROWN
TERMS, CONDITIONS AND

STATEMENT OF FACTS
VOYAGE 61

EXCEPTIONS OF THE GOVERNING CHARTER PARTY APPLY.

DATE TIME REMARKS

23 APRIL 2003

WEDNESDAY

24 APRIL 2003
THURSDAY

25 APRIL 2003
FRIDAY

NIGHT SHIFT

26 APRIL 2003

SATURDAY

2105

2229

0512

0525
0845

1445

1445-2400

0001-1903

1903

1912

2000

2015

2045

2015-2030

2030-2045

2045-2345

2345-2400

2400-0005

0005-0130

0130-0245

0245-0300

0300-0800

0800-0815

0815-0830

ARRIVED COLUMBIA RIVER PILOTS/BAR PILOT ON BOARD

COLUMBIA RIVER PILOT ON BOARD

ANCHOR DOWN AT VANCOUVER, WA ANCHORGAGE

PILOT OFF

ALL HOLDS PASSED USDA/NCB INSPECTION
NOTICE OF READINESS PRESENTED/ACCEPTED
VESSEL IDLE

VESSEL IDLE
RIVER PILOT ON BOARD FOR SHIFT TO UHV
ANCHOR AWEIGH VANCOUVER ANCHOR

FIRST LINE ASHORE UHV

VESSEL ALL FAST

COMMENCED LOADING
UNCOVER #3

INSPECT HOLDS

LOADED DNS #3

COVER #3

UNCOVER #1 / #4

LOADED DNS #1
LOADED DNS #4

COVER #4

TOTAL CARGO LADEN THIS SHIFT: 6,807.0 MT

TOTAL CARGO LADEN TO DATE: 6,807.0 MT

VESSEL IDLE

UNCOVER #4

CLEAN PECO

EXENO AGENCY MASTER
MN CYNTHIA CROWN

TRANSMARINE NAVIGATION
CORPORATION AS AGENTS

E-16

PAGE 2
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1200 NW NAITO PARKWAY, SUITE 390

PORTLAND, OR 97209

PHONE

FAX
EMAIL

503 242-3864

503 241-4075
portland @transmarine.com

STATEMENT OF FACTS
MN/V CYNTHIA CROWN
TERMS, CONDITIONS AND EXCEPTIONS

VOYAGE 61
OF THE GOVERNING CHARTER PARTY APPLY.

PAGE 3

DATE TIME REMARKS

26 APRIL 2003
SAT. DAY SHIFT CONT.

27 APRIL 2003
SUNDAY
28 APRIL 2003
MONDAY

0830-0900

0900-0915

0915-1000

1000-1145

1145-1200

1200-1300

1300-1400

1400-1415

1415-1500

1500-1530

1530-1600

1600-1615

1615-1630

1630-1700

1700-2400

0001-2400

0001-0800

0800-0815
0815-1130

1130-1200

1200-1300

1300-1345

1345-1430

1430-1445

LOADED DNS #4

UNCOVER #1

LOADED DNS #1

LOADED DNS #3
COVER #3

MEAL H OUR

LOADED DNS #4

UNCOVER #1

LOADED DNS #1

STANDBY FOR CARGO

LOADED DNS #1
STANDBY FOR RAIN

LOADED DNS #1

COVER #1

TOTAL CARGO LADEN THIS SHIFT:

TOTAL CARGO LADEN TO DATE:

VESSEL IDLE, NO WORK ARRANGE

VESSEL IDLE

VESSEL IDLE, NO WORK ARRANGE
UNOCVER & INSPECT # 4
LOADED DNS # 4

LOADED DNS # 3
MEAL HOUR

LOADED DNS # 3
STANDBY FOR CARGO

LOADED DNS # 3

EXENO AGENCY MASTER
MN CYNTHIA CROWN

TRANSMARINE NAVIGATION
CORPORATION AS AGENTS

-- 17

7,965.0 MT

14,772.0 MT



1200 NW NAJTO PARKWAY, SUITE 390
PORTLAND, OR 97209

PHONE 503 242-3864

FAX 503 241-4075

EMAIL portland@transmarine.com

MN CYNTHIA CROWN
TERMS, CONDITIONS AND EXCEPTIONS

DATE TIME

CONTINUE: 1445-1545

1545-1630

1630-1800

1800

3TATEMENT OF FACTS
VOYAGE 61

OF THE GOVERNING CHARTER PARTY APPLY.

REMARKS

STANDBY FOR CARGO
LOADED DNS # 3
LOADED DNS # 2

LAST CARGO ON BOARD

TOTAL CARGO LADEN THIS SHIFT:
TOTAL CARGO LADEN TO DATE:

MAY 14,2003

5,828.0 MT

20,600.0 MT

RIVER PILOT ON BOARD FOR DEPARTURE
LAST LINE LET GO

MASTER ADVISED VESSELS ETA Japan

EXENO AGENCY MASTER
M/V CYNTHIA CROWN

TRANSMARINE NAVIGATION
CORPORATION AS AGENTS

E-18
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1910

1925

1100


